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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATION OF INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMICAL
SYSTEM MODELS APPLICABLE TO GRANULAR FLOWS

by
Hao Wu

Recently Blackmore, Samulyak and Rosato developed a class of infinite-dimensional

dynamical systems in the form of integro-partial differential equations, which have

been called the BSR models. The BSR models were originally derived to model

granular flows, but they actually have many additional applications in a variety of

fields. BSR models have already been proven to be completely integrable infinite-

dimensional Hamiltonian dynamical systems for perfectly elastic interactions in the

case of one space dimension, but the well-posedness question of these systems is at

least partially answered for the first time here. In particular, dynamical systems

of the BSR type are proven to be well posed under mild auxiliary conditions and

shown to have interesting properties. Also included is a novel derivation of a formula

for (density) wave speeds in flow fields directly from the BSR model. In addition,

an innovative semi-discrete numerical scheme for obtaining approximate solutions

is described in detail and the questions of consistency, convergence, stability and

accuracy of the scheme are treated at considerable length. It is shown how this

numerical scheme can be used to help demonstrate the value of these models for

predicting the evolution of granular flows and other flow field related phenomena,

which is demonstrated to some extent by comparisons of the numerical results with

experiments and some DEM simulations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Granular materials are quite common in nature. This is evident in the granular

structure in collections of nuts, coal, sand, rice, coffee, fertilizer, ball bearings and

many other materials. They are commercially important in applications as diverse as

pharmaceutics, agriculture, and energy production. In industry, tons of raw materials

are handled and processed daily to produce goods in everyday use. Industrial

processes developed to work with bulk solids generally require various systems that

are used to transport and manipulate the material (for example [21, 28]).

Figure 1.1 Some examples of granular materials.

Although granular material is everywhere and very important in everyday life,

granular phenomena are still very far from being well understood. Generally speaking,

granular material is a collection of distinct macroscopic particles. The evolution of

the particles follows Newton’s classical equations, with interaction forces between
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particles that are not zero only when there is a contact between them. Although

granular materials are very simple to describe, they exhibit a tremendous amount

of complex behavior; and most of these behavior has not yet been explained in a

satisfactory manner. They behave differently than solids, liquids and gases. Indeed,

in comparison to the well-understood behavior of fluids, gases and solids, for which

there are many reliable applicable predictive mathematical models, the science of

granular materials is really still in its infancy [32]; this has led many scientists to

characterize granular materials as a new form of matter.

Research on granular materials can be traced back at least to Charles-Augustin

de Coulomb, whose law of friction was originally stated for granular materials. In the

1930s, Ralph Alger Bagnold was amazed by sand dunes during his explorations of

the Libyan desert and wrote a book “The Physics of Blown Sand and Sand Dunes”

[3], which still remains an important reference to this day. Since then, various

communities, like mathematics, engineering and physics, have paid tremendous effort

to understand the behavior of granular systems.

In the Summer of 1953, Fermi, Pasta, Ulam and Tsingou conducted numerical

experiments of a vibrating string that included a non-linear term. They found the

system exhibited a very complicated quasi-periodic behavior, and then published

their results in a Los Alamos technical report in 1955 [18], which is known as the

FPU problem. The equation for their model has been proved to be equivalent to

KdV equation in the long-wave continuum limit [35, 57]. Their work directly inspired

granular studies using an FPU-chain type approach. Along this line, there is a direct

lattice-dynamics FPU-chain type approach by Sen, Manciu [43, 44] and others, which

deals directly with the particle dynamics.

A successful continuum description of granular media could exploit the powerful

methods of standard fluid dynamics to describe a variety of granular flow phenomena,

but the validity of a continuum description of granular materials has been questioned
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and remains an open problem. In this regard, one should mention that the long-wave

limit procedure has been applied to particle dynamics with some success to obtain

partial differential equation (PDE) models by researchers such as Nesterenko, Daraio

et al [15, 36, 37].

During the last few years, Behringer, Kondic, Rosato and others developed a

variety of discrete element 2D and 3D molecular dynamical simulations with the goal

of explaining some basic features of statics and dynamics of granular materials [12, 33,

41, 51]. Evolution of force networks in granular systems are also deeply investigated

by Kondic, Kramar and others [22, 23, 24, 25]. There are also other groups such as

Swinney et al. [7] that have obtained numerical solutions of continuum equations

of the Navier-Stokes type for the vertically oscillated granular layers problem. In

addition, there have been numerous experimental investigations of oscillating granular

configurations such as [8, 17, 29, 30].

Granular flow dynamics is now very widely studied using many different

approaches. Even when it comes to the field of the dynamical behavior of

configurations of particles subjected to small periodic tapping forces, there are several

extant explanations. Actually, one can use the framework of Newton’s second law (if

rotations are ignored and the Newton–Euler equations if they are not) to construct a

model, which is a system of second-order differential (momentum) equations applied

to every single particle, to describe the tapping dynamics of a column or a 3D

container. However, it is difficult both analytically and numerically to determine the

important flow properties such as the density and velocity field evolution. Moreover,

the inherent disorder present in granular systems is a further complication that always

affects the energy and density propagation through the medium.
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1.2 Objective

This research is focused primarily on explaining the dynamical behavior of configu-

rations of particles subjected to small tapping forces. In [5], Blackmore, Samulyak and

Rosato used fundamental physics principles to derive an integro-partial differential

equation model for granular dynamics, which shares some features with models

derived using the long-wave limit. This system is now called the BSR model. It

is an infinite-dimensional nonlinear dynamical system that is relatively amenable to

analysis and has proven to be capable of predicting some of the most important

aspects of the evolution of density and velocity fields with acceptable accuracy

[4, 6, 42].

The primary objective of this dissertation is to prove the well-posedness of

BSR model under physically reasonable mathematical restrictions, and then develop,

analyze and implement a novel semidiscrete numerical scheme incorporating moving

averages to analyze the dynamics of a granular column, with particular attention to

how the density field and velocity field evolve with respect to time. It appears that

the well-posedness result presented is the first to appear in the literature for any

realistic continuum model of granular flows and the semidiscrete numerical scheme is

at least as effective and efficient as any that are currently available for such models.

With respect to the evolution of the density, some special attention is given to

density wave propagation; in fact, a novel derivation of density wave propagation

speed is obtained directly from the BSR equations. Finally, several comparisons of

(approximate numerical) solutions obtained from the BSR model are made with DEM

simulations and experiments to confirm the efficacy of the BSR approach.

1.3 Outline of Dissertation

The exposition begins in Chapter 2 with a quick review of the BSR model. A brief

description of the form of the BSR equation in Euclidean n-space Rn is provided
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along with a succinct explanation of how it, as an integro-partial differential equation

(IPDE), can be used to model the evolution of rather general particle configurations

in finite-dimensional spaces.

In Chapter 3, the main analytical result is presented, namely, a proof of the

well-posedness of BSR model under mild, physically realistic conditions. The method

and tools employed in the proof are analogous to those used to obtain similar results

for the Boltzmann–Enskog equation [10, 16, 19, 38, 52], but they are different in many

respects.

In Chapter 4, attention is turned to describe the semidiscrete numerical

approach to solve the BSR system equations. The potential applicability of the

numerical scheme is illustrated by implementing the code for the case of an oscillating

column of particles. Simulations results are displayed and comparisons between the

semidiscrete approach and discrete element simulation are discussed.

In Chapter 5, a convergence study showing the asymptotic rate of error is given;

and a rather detailed von Neumann stability analysis is presented to investigate the

linearized frozen coefficients BSR system in one space dimension.

In Chapter 6, a summary of the work is presented along with a description

of some related prior research. Also included is an outline of some plans for future

research aimed at extending, generalizing and improving the results presented in this

dissertation.

Finally, a novel derivation of local wave speed, a review of the Runge-Kutta

method and a pseudo-code for the semidiscrete numerical scheme are provided in the

Appendix.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES

A description of how the BSR integro-partial differential equation (IPDE) can be

used to model the evolution of rather general particle configurations in spaces of

finite dimension will be given in this section. The BSR model system in Euclidean

n-space Rn has the form

∂ui
∂t

+ u1
∂ui
∂x1

+ · · ·+ un
∂ui
∂xn

= Fi (t, x1, . . . , xn, u1, . . . , un, ∂x1u1, . . . , ∂xnu1, . . . , ∂x1un, . . . , ∂xnun) ,

(2.1)

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where t is the evolution parameter (time), x := (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn

represents a point in space, u = u(x, t) := (u1, . . . , un) = (u1(x, t), . . . , un(x, t)) ∈ Rn

is the velocity field that determines the motion of the particles via

ẋ = u(x, t), (2.2)

∂xui := (∂x1ui, . . . , ∂xnui) ∈ Rn, and the Fi represent the externally applied and

internal interaction force per unit mass components at each point, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. System

(2.1) can be recast in a much more concise form by introducing the additional notation

including the n× n matrix ux := (∂ui/∂xj) ∈ Rn×n and F := (F1, . . . , Fn); namely,

ut + uxu = F (t,x,u,ux) . (2.3)

Here

F : [0,∞)× Ωt × u (Ωt)× ux (Ωt)→ Rn

is a smooth (= C∞) function, and the subscript t on the “physical domain” Ωt of

(t,x) variables indicates that it may vary with time due to prescribed motions applied

6



to its boundary ∂Ωt. At this point it is instructive to note that in order to obtain

unique solutions to (2.3) it is necessary to prescribe auxiliary conditions such as the

initial velocity on the boundary of the domain in a form such as

u(x, 0) = U(x) for x ∈ ∂Ω0.

Next, additional details shall be provided concerning the nature of F and other

aspects of the BSR model. In the context of modeling flows, the BSR model has the

more specific form given by the IPDE

ut + uxu = F (t,x,u,ux)

:= E(t,x,u,ux) +

∫
Br(x)

κ (t,x,y,u,ux) Θ (x,y,u(y, t)− u(x, t)) dy,

(2.4)

for (t,x) ∈ [0,∞)× Ωt, together with the initial condition

u(x, 0) = U(x) for x ∈ Ω0. (2.5)

Here E is the external force per unit mass (on a particle), and the integral represents

the interior (interaction) force per unit particle, which naturally depends on the

distribution of nearby particles and their velocities as well as any parts of the

boundary with which the particle is interacting. External forces may be due to a

gravitational, electromagnetic or imposed flow field or a combination thereof, but

in most cases only gravitational forces are present. The integral is over a standard

Euclidean closed ball of radius r centered at x, κ is a smooth function representing

the distribution of particles and their velocities throughout the ball (which is taken

to be proportional to the density), and Θ is the smooth vector-valued interaction

force among particles (and possibly physical boundaries) within the ball, which
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may be taken as any of the standard models such as Hertzian, Walton–Braun,

Walton–Braun–Mindlin–Deresewicz or any of their variations [34, 54, 55].
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CHAPTER 3

ANALYSIS OF BSR MODEL

3.1 Introduction

Unlike fluid dynamics that can be successfully modeled in almost all respects by

the Navier–Stokes equations, granular flows appear not to have anything resembling

a universally reliable mathematical model capable of accurately and efficiently

predicting the associated dynamical phenomenal across a wide swath of flow regimes

and constituent configurations. Consequently, the search for effective mathematical

models for particle dynamics has continued and still continues to be an active area of

research within engineering, applied dynamical systems and physics communities.

That is not to say that there have not been many important advances in the

state-of-the-art as a result of this substantial research activity over the last several

decades, only that the search for a reasonable analog of the Navier–Stokes equations

for granular flows is far from reaching an acceptable conclusion. In fact, it is

still safe to say that simulation and experimental investigations such as those in

[8, 4, 11, 12, 17, 29, 33, 42, 41, 48, 50] are the most reliable means of predicting

and interpreting particle dynamics in a majority of cases. It is this search

for an effective mathematically tractable model capturing most of the inherent

fundamental principles of physics associated with granular dynamics that led to

the development of the Blackmore–Samulyak–Rosato (BSR) model [5] comprising

a system of integro-partial differential equations (IPDEs). Since its introduction, not

only has the BSR model proved to be rather successful in dealing with a variety

of granular flow regimes [4, 6, 42], it has also been observed to be capable of

handling many other types of flow fields characterizing phenomena ranging from the

microscopic to the macroscopic.
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The search for mathematical models for granular flows has for the most part

followed two roads (which have some natural crossroads) : continuum models inspired

by the Navier–Stokes equations or derived from long-wave limits of many-particle

classical evolution equations; and direct lattice dynamics approaches having their

roots in the Fermi–Pasta–Ulam problem [18]. Among the more successful Navier–

Stokes inspired models have been those investigated by Behringer, Kondic, Pöschel,

Swinney and their collaborators such as in [7, 9, 12, 33, 51]. The continuum models

in these investigations have generally employed some analytical tools, mainly of the

asymptotic variety, but in most instances numerical methods were used to study the

dynamics. On the other hand, researchers such as Nesterenko, Daraio and their

collaborators used long-wave limits to pass from lattice type dynamical systems

to continuum models from which they extracted useful information about certain

granular flows, which they were in some cases actually able to verify experimentally

[15, 36, 37]. For example, Nesterenko [36] showed that certain long-wave continuum

models of one-dimensional particle configurations interacting via the perfectly elastic

Hertzian model are completely integrable, possessing soliton solutions that can be

verified experimentally. It is interesting to note that an analogous complete integra-

bility result was proved for the BSR model for one-dimensional particle dynamics

under the assumption of perfectly elastic particle-particle and particle-boundary

interactions [6].

There is a very definite, direct link between Nesterenko’s integrability results

and the pioneering (essentially one-dimensional lattice dynamics) study of Fermi,

Pasta and Ulam [18] that led to the long-wave continuum limit that was shown to be

equivalent to the KdV equation by Zabusky and Kruskal [57] , which was instrumental

in the development of the integrability theory of infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian

dynamical systems. The FPU - Zabusky–Kruskal - Nesterenko connection is one

of the most famous and important examples of the cross-fertilization between lattice
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and infinite-dimensional continuum dynamics, but it is possible to study each of these

types of systems more or less independently and still extract useful information about

the phenomena being modeled. For example, there is the direct lattice-dynamics

FPU-chain type approach by Sen and Manciu [43, 44], among others, dealing directly

with the particle dynamics that has been rather successful in predicting such behavior

as steady-state solutions and traveling waves in some granular flow regimes.

In what follows, the exposition begins with a brief description of the derivation

of the BSR model in Euclidean n-space Rn, noting that full details can be found

in [5]. In addition, various formulations of the model are discussed with the aim

of showing how this IPDE can be used to model the evolution of rather general

particle configurations in finite-dimensional spaces. This is followed by a proof of the

well-posedness of the BSR systems under rather mild assumptions when it comes to

tapping problems and other particulate dynamics regimes that are of interest to the

applied granular flow communities.

3.2 Derivation and Formulations of the BSR Model

The BSR equations were originally developed as an approximate limiting continuum

(integro-PDE) model for granular flows, but they also can serve as approximate

models for almost any type of fluid flow, including superfluid and MHD flows. In

particular, the initial work was inspired by the problem of predicting the motion of

a large number of granular particles in a vibrating container as illustrated in Figure

3.1.

Figure 3.2 provides a more general intuitive idea for the limiting basis of the

model.

As indicated above, the derivation will be confined to Euclidean n-space Rn :=

{x := (x1, . . . , xn) : xk ∈ R, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. In this regard there are several points

worthy of note: In almost all applications, the dimension n = 1, 2 or 3, but the

11



Figure 3.1 Particles in a vibrating container.

Figure 3.2 Intuitive basis for the BSR equation.
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derivation and analysis are essentially the same for all finite-dimensional Euclidean

spaces and one can envisage possible applications in spaces of dimension greater than

than three. The BSR model can also be generalized to smooth finite-dimensional

Riemann manifolds without much difficulty for those familiar with the fundamentals

of differential geometry. There are applications in which such a generalization would

be useful, but since they are not treated in this thesis, it was decided to simply omit

them in the sequel.

The derivations begins with the classical equations of motion for N particles

having masses m1, . . . ,mN , where N is a natural number several orders of magnitude

greater than one (N � 1) located, respectively at points q1, . . . , qN in Rn. The

equations of motion for the evolution of the particles follow the Newton’s second law

ordinary differential equations (ODEs)

miq̈i = Ei(qi, q̇i, t) +
∑k(i)

j=1
F ij

(
qj, q̇j, t

)
, (1 ≤ i ≤ N), (3.1)

where the dot over the (vector) variables denotes d/dt, Ei is the external force on

mi, which might be just gravity or an electromagnetic force or any other force acting

on each particle in the medium and the Fij are interaction forces on mi due to the

other particles (usually just those in close proximity) or interactions with the material

portions of the domain Ω of the particle configuration, denoted as ∂Ω̂, which might

be moving with time. Dividing each (3.1) by mi yields

q̈i = ei(qi, q̇i, t) +
∑l(i)

j=1
(mj/mi)m

−1
j F ij

(
qj, q̇j, t

)
= ei(qi, q̇i, t) +

∑k(i)

j=1
(mj/mi)f ij

(
qj, q̇j, t

)
, (1 ≤ i ≤ N), (3.2)

where ei and fij represent the external and interaction forces, respectively, per unit

mass on mi.

To complete the derivation of the BSR momentum equation, the Newtonian

formulation of (3.2) is converted to transport form in which each particle is followed

13



along the trajectory. Then the limit is computed as the number of particles N →∞,

which when applied to the summations of the interaction forces in the above equations

can be interpreted as an averaged integral of the forces per unit mass. Whence, if the

distribution of particles δ = δ(x, t) is known in advance and it is assumed that only

particles and material boundary elements within a ball of radius r (> 0), denoted

as Br(x) = {y ∈ Rn : |y − x| ≤ r}, where |·| is the standard Euclidean norm in

Rn, interact with any given point, this procedure leads to the momentum equation

(system) of the BSR model (cf. [5]) given as

∂uk
∂t

+ u1
∂uk
∂x1

+ · · ·+ un
∂uk
∂xn

= Ψk := ek(t,x,u)

+
1

volBr(x)

∫
Br(x)

δ(y, t)θk(x,y,u(x, t),u(y, t))dy,
(3.3)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where u = u(x, t) := (u1, . . . , un) = (u1(x, t), . . . , un(x, t)) ∈ Rn is

the velocity field that determines the motion of the particles via

ẋ = u(x, t), (3.4)

ek is the kth component of the external force per unit mass e := (e1, . . . , en) ∈ Rn,

θk is the kth component of the interaction force per unit mass Θ := (θ1, . . . , θn) ∈ Rn

and Ψk is the kth component of the total force per unit mass Ψ := (Ψk, . . . ,Ψk) ∈ Rn.

The system (3.3) comprising the BSR momentum equation can be written in a

far more concise vector form by introducing some fairly standard vector notation. In

particular, define ux to be n× n matrix ux := (∂ui/∂xj) ∈ Rn×n, let the operator ∇

be defined as usual for both real and vector-valued functions and < ·, · > denote the

standard inner (dot) product in Rn, then (3.3) can be recast as

ut + uxu = ut + 〈u,∇〉u = Φ(t,x,u,ux)

= e (x,u, t) +

∫
Br(x)

δ̂(y, t)Θ(x,y,u(x, t),u(y, t))dy,

(3.5)
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where δ̂ := δ/volBr(x) is the particle distribution per unit volume. Here

Φ : [0,∞)× Ωt × u (Ωt)× ux (Ωt)→ Rn

is assumed to be a smooth (= C∞) function, and the subscript t on the “physical

domain” Ωt of (t,x) variables indicates that it may vary with time due to prescribed

motions applied to its boundary ∂Ωt. At this point it is instructive to note that

in order to obtain unique solutions to (3.5), it is necessary to prescribe auxiliary

conditions such as the initial velocity on the boundary of the domain in a form such

as

u(x, 0) = u0(x) for x ∈ Ω0. (3.6)

A few words are in order concerning the BSR momentum equation (3.5). The

integral on the right-hand side represents the interior (interaction) force per unit mass,

which naturally depends on the distribution of nearby particles and their velocities

as well as any parts of the boundary with which the particle is interacting. This

representation in terms of a local integral is appropriate when the interaction forces

at a point are a result of just nearby particles, such as those caused by collisions

only, which is the type studied in this thesis. However, in other applications the

interactions may be due to forces at a distance as it would be in the case of charged

particles, and then the integrals would have to be global or at least over larger regions

in which the interaction forces are not negligible. External forces may be due to

any number of phenomena, including gravitational, electromagnetic or an imposed

flow field of the ambient medium or a combination thereof, but in most cases only

gravitational forces are present. In the sequel, it shall be assumed that the external

force field is independent of the particle velocity field, so that it depends only on (x, t).

The interaction (vector) force kernel Θ is the smooth vector-valued interaction force

among particles (and possibly physical boundaries) within the ball Br(x) which may
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be taken as any of the standard models such as Hertzian (such as in [15, 18, 36, 37,

43, 44]), Walton–Braun, Walton–Braun–Mindlin–Deresewicz [34, 55] or any of their

variations such as those in [4, 5, 6]. The Hertzian interaction force model is nonlinear

and depends only on particle separation, but the interactions are perfectly elastic,

which means that there is no diminution of energy in the collisions. In contrast,

most of the other standard models in use are designed for collisions that are not

perfectly elastic, depend on the velocity and entail energy loss. For the velocity

dependent interaction force model, it is usually necessary to include a compensatory

scaling to balance the right-hand side of (3.5) to zero if the configuration starts at

equilibrium. Finally, it is interesting to note that it was shown in [5] that a Taylor

series approximation of the integral term actually yield the momentum component of

the Navier–Stokes equations, which can be viewed as something of a confirmation of

the validity of the BSR model.

3.2.1 Derivation of the Complete BSR Model

If the volumetric distribution kernel δ̂ is known in advance, the initial value problem

(IVP) expressed as (3.5)-(3.6) would - at least in principle - completely determine the

dynamics of the system. However, the distribution is almost never a priori known, so

another equation is required. The most obvious choice for the volumetric distribution

is a scaled version of the density ρ, which is to be denoted by ρ̂ := λρ, where λ

is a constant having units of mass−1 so that multiplication by λ may be viewed as

division by a fixed reference mass. With these observations, the complete BSR model

takes the form of (3.5) together with the continuity equation and the associated initial

values; namely,

ut + 〈u,∇〉u = e(x, t) +

∫
Br(x)

ρ̂(y, t)Θ(x,y,u(x, t),u(y, t))dy, (3.7)
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ρt + 〈u,∇〉 ρ = −ρtrux = −ρdivu, (3.8)

together with the initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u0(x), ρ(x, 0) = ρ0(x), x ∈ Ω0, (3.9)

where tr is the standard trace operator applied to the matrix ux, which is equal to

the divergence of u, denoted as usual by div u = 〈∇,u〉. The domain of this system,

M := {(x, t) : (x, t) ∈ Ωt× t, t ≥ 0}, is assumed to be a smooth (= C∞) submanifold

of Rn × [0,∞) ⊂ Rn+1 as are the prescribed functions e,Θ,u0 and ρ0.

It is worth noting that equations (3.7),(3.8) and (3.9) can be recast in

an equivalent non-local form as follows: Assume for the moment that u is a

known smooth function, then (3.8) is a quasilinear equation that can be solved by

characteristics to obtain

ρ(x, t) = ψ(φ(0;x, t)) exp{−
∫ t

0

trux(φ(τ ;φ(0;x, t), 0), τ)dτ (3.10)

where φ(t;x0, t0) is the “unique” solution of the ODE-IVP

ẋ = u(x, t) (3.11)

x(t0) = x0 (3.12)

supplemented by the ODE-IVP (3.11)-(3.12), where ρ (and so also ρ̂ is given by (3.10).

3.2.2 Reformulation in Moving Coordinates

It is often useful to reformulate (3.7)-(3.9) in a coordinate system moving with the

applied motion so that the space domain Ωt remains constant. This can be easily done
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in the special case where the applied motion depends only on time and possibly some

parameters; for example if it is of the form (in terms of the original fixed Euclidean

coordinates)

x = ϑ (t;µ) , (3.13)

where ϑ is a smooth, typically oscillatory function of time and possibly a parameter

(vector) µ ∈ Rm. Now define new inertial coordinates moving with the applied motion

as follows:

z := x− ϑ (t;µ) . (3.14)

Then, the corresponding velocity field dynamics is described by the IVP

ż = ẋ− ϑ̇ = w (z, t) := u (x+ ϑ, t)− ϑ̇, z(t0) = x0 − ϑ (t0;µ) , (3.15)

It is easy to show by making extensive use of the chain rule that the moving coordinate

analog of the IVP for the momentum equation is

wt +wzw = −ϑ̈ (t;µ) + Φ
(
t, z + ϑ,w + ϑ̇,wz

)
,

w(z, 0) = w0(z) := u0 (z + ϑ(0;µ))− ϑ̇(0;µ),

(3.16)

so the primary changes are in the expected addition of the inertial acceleration

−ϑ̈ (t;µ) and the translation of the initial velocity field. Consequently, in most cases

of interest, where the interaction force model is velocity translation invariant, one

can use the original symbols for the moving coordinates and simply add an inertial

acceleration and make a translation of the initial velocity.

Furthermore, it is a simple matter to verify that the continuity equation is

invariant under the change to the moving coordinates; namely, it is just

ρt + 〈w,∇ρ〉 = −ρtrwz = −ρdivw, ρ(z, 0) = R(z). (3.17)
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It should be noted that if one is dealing with an applied motion that is a function

only of time, as is the case in the tapping and oscillating floor problems, it is actually

necessary to convert the system to moving a moving coordinate frame as in (3.16)-

(3.17) in order to maintain it as an IVP. Moreover, the coordinate transformation

approach can also be used when the applied motion depends on the position as well as

the time, but this would result in more significant changes in the governing equations.

3.3 Well-posedness of the BSR Model

In this section, the following properties - comprising what is known as well-posedness

- of the complete BSR model IPDE-IVP shall be proved under only mildly restrictive

assumptions, which are to be delineated in the sequel. Although the proof of the main

theorem employs analytic techniques used for the analysis of quasilinear hyperbolic

systems (see e.g. [31] ) and shares some features with existence (both local and

global) and uniqueness arguments in the literature for the Boltzmann and Boltzmann-

Enskog equations such as in [10, 16, 19, 38, 52], it is quite novel inasmuch as it is

based on the method of characteristics, the fundamentals of which may be found in

many introductory treatments of partial differential equations such McOwen [31] and

Renardy and Rogers [40]. Moreover, it appears to be the only extant result of its kind

for relatively realistic continuum mathematical models of granular flow dynamics.

(W1) There exists a global solution.

(W2) The solution is unique.

(W3) The solution depends continuously on initial conditions and parameters.

These properties shall be proved for the following system, which based on the

above discussion subsumes the complete BSR model if the interaction kernel is velocity

translation invariant and any applied motion depends only on the time t and possibly

a parameter vector µ :
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ut = α (x, t;µ)− 〈u,∇〉u+

∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ (x,y,u(x, t),u(y, t)) dy,

ρt = − [〈u,∇〉 ρ+ ρ divu] ,

(3.18)

which is subject to the initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u0(x), ρ(x, 0) = ρ0(x), x ∈ Ω, (3.19)

where Ω is a fixed, smooth submanifold of Rn with boundary ∂Ω and the system is

defined for Ω × [0,∞). Here the function α represents the external and any inertial

forces present, and the circumflex over the density ρ has been omitted since the

normalizing constant can be assumed to be absorbed into the interaction force kernel.

3.3.1 Observations Concerning the Method of Characteristics

As indicated, the global well-posedness proof to be presented in what follows is to be

based on the method of characteristics, which to those familiar with the technique

might seem to be counter-intuitive. After all, although the method might work locally

for non-characteristic initial data, it often leads to gradient catastrophes indicative of

shocks or multiple solutions in the large (as shown in the next simplified example of

a one-dimensional granular flow model), thereby rendering it useless as an approach

to proving global well-posedness.

Example A: Consider the following smooth simplified continuum model for a one-

dimensional granular flow with smooth non-characteristic initial data:

ut + uux = 1,

ρt + uρx = −uxρ,
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for x, t ≥ 0, with initial conditions

u(x, 0) = −x, ρ(x, 0) = 1.

For the method of characteristics (cf. [31, 40]), one solves

dt =
dx

u
=
du

1
=

dρ

−uxρ

subject to the initial conditions. A bit of straightforward computation leads to the

local (in time) solution

u(x, t) =
2(t− x)− t2

2(1− t)
, ρ(x, t) =

1

1− t
,

which clearly develops a shock at t = 1, and shows that the local (in time solution)

cannot be continued beyond t = 1. Note that the solution here is such that the

density is unbounded, which is certainly not physically consistent with a material

granular column having some inherent rigidity.

The following example of a simplified system is a globally well-posed:

Example B: The initial value problem this time is as follows:

ut + uux = −u,

ρt + uρx = −uxρ,

for x, t ≥ 0, with initial data

u(x, 0) = 1, ρ(x, 0) = ψ(x),

where ψ and ψx are continuous and bounded on R. The characteristic equations are

dt =
dx

u
=

du

−u
=

dρ

−uxρ
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subject to the specified initial conditions, which yield the unique global solution

u(x, t) = e−t, ρ(x, t) = ψ
(
x+ e−t − 1

)
.

Observe that in this case the density is globally bounded as one would expect for a

physically realistic solution.

The above examples indicate that in order to guarantee global well-posedness

for the initial value problem (3.18) - (3.19), it is going to be necessary to have

hypotheses that includes some degree of boundedness on the density to insure that

the characteristic flow-generated integral submanifold of the prescribed initial data

submanifold comprises a sufficiently smooth graph of the domain of the system. And

it shall be shown that such a density bound is actually a key ingredient in the proof.

3.3.2 Local Well-posedness of the Model

The analysis begins with a local well-posedness result that is stated and proved in

what follows. First, it is useful and in fact almost necessary to introduce some fairly

standard notation from functional analysis. Let F : S → Rm be a map from a

(Lebesgue measurable) subset S of Rn into Rm. The following definitions are often

used:

C (S,Rm) := {F : F is a continuous on s} ,

CB (S,Rm) := {F : F ∈ C (S,Rm) and sup{|F (x)| : x ∈ S} <∞} ,

where |·| is the appropriate Euclidean norm,

C(k) (S,Rm) := {F : F and all derivatives DαF, 1 ≤ |α| ≤ k, are continuous on S} ,

C
(k)
B (S,Rm) := {F : F and all derivatives DαF, 1 ≤ |α| ≤ k, belong to CB (S,Rm)} .

Here Dα is the usual multi-index notation for higher order derivatives, namely α =

(α1, . . . , αn) is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers with |α| := α1 + · · · + αn and
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DαF := ∂α1
x1
· · · ∂αn

xn F . Also among the definitions to be used are the following:

C∞ (S,Rm) := {F : F and all derivatives DαF, 1 ≤ |α| , are continuous on S} ,

C∞B (S,Rm) := {F : F and all derivatives DαF, 1 ≤ |α| , belong to CB (S,Rm)} .

Supremum norms can be defined on some of the above spaces. These have the form

‖F‖∗ := sup{|F (x)| : x ∈ S}

and for k > 0,

‖F‖∗,k := sup{
∑

0≤|α|≤k
|DαF (x)| : x ∈ S},

‖F‖∗,∞ := sup{
∑

0≤|α|
2−|α| |DαF (x)| : x ∈ S}.

It should be noted that CB (S,Rm) equipped with ‖·‖∗, C
(k)
B (S,Rm) equipped with

‖·‖∗,k and C∞B (S,Rm) equipped with ‖F‖∗,∞ are all Banach spaces.

There are also several handy spaces, called Sobolev spaces, that are defined in

terms of integrals; namely

Hk,p (S,Rm) :=


F : F is in the completion of C(k) (S,Rm) with respect to

‖F‖k,p :=

[∫
S

(∑
0≤|α|≤k

|DαF (x)|p
)
dx

]1/p

(<∞)


for p ≥ 1, where the integral is the Lebesgue integral in Rn. The spaces Hk,p (S,Rm)

equipped with ‖·‖k,p are all Banach spaces and Hk,2 (S,Rm) is, in fact, a Hilbert

space. These Banach spaces defined in terms of integrals actually can be identified

with the first series of spaces defined in terms of the behavior of derivatives owing to

a series of embedding theorems obtained by by Sobolev, Kondrachov and Rellich (see

[1]). These embedding theorems are extremely useful in passing from weak solutions

to classical solutions in the analysis of partial differential equations, as illustrated in

[31, 47].
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The local well-posedness can best be demonstrated by recasting (3.18) in the

form

ut + 〈u,∇〉u = F (x, t,u, ρ;µ) , (3.20)

ρt + 〈u,∇〉 ρ = −ρtrux, (3.21)

where

F (x, t,u, ρ;µ) := α(x, t;µ) +

∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ(x,y,u(x, t),u(y, t))dy.

Then it follows from the method of characteristics (see, e.g. [31]) that local solutions

can be swept out in (x, t, u, ρ)-space by the system of ODEs

dt

ds
= 1,

dx

ds
= u,

du

ds
= F (x, t,u, ρ;µ) ,

dρ

ds
= −ρtrux, (3.22)

subject to the in initial data

t(0) = t0 = 0, x(0) = x0 = ξ, u(0) = u0 = u0(ξ), ρ(0) = ρ0 = ρ0(ξ). (3.23)

Integration of (3.22) subject to (3.23) yields

x (ξ, t) = ξ +

∫ t

0

u (x(ξ, τ), τ) dτ, (3.24)

u (ξ, t) = u0(ξ) +

∫ t

0

F (x, t,u, ρ;µ) dτ, (3.25)

ρ (ξ, t) = ρ0(ξ) exp

[
−
∫ t

0

(∑n

k=1
∂xkuk (ξ, t)

)
dτ

]
. (3.26)

It is interesting from a physical perspective to note that if the initial density is

nonnegative on on the spatial domain Ω, then it follows from (3.26) that the density

remains nonnegative for all time, which is physically consistent.

As the right-hand side of equations (3.24)-(3.26) also depend on ux, it is

necessary to add a consistent time-integrated form of a differential equation for this
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extra variable in to make a complete system of ODEs. It follows from standard results

on ODEs, such as can be found in [13, 20], that if the original system is sufficiently

continuously differentiable, this equation must have the form

ux(ξ, t) = ∂xu0(ξ) +

∫ t

0

∂xF (x, t,u, ρ;µ) dτ,

so the equations to solve in order to sweep out solutions of (3.18)-(3.19) is the system

of n(n+ 2) equations

x (ξ, t) = ξ +

∫ t

0

u (x(ξ, τ), τ) dτ, (3.27)

u (ξ, t) = u0(ξ) +

∫ t

0

F (x, t,u, ρ;µ) dτ, (3.28)

ux(ξ, t) = ∂xu0(ξ) +

∫ t

0

∂xF (x, t,u,ux;µ) dτ, (3.29)

in which the formula in (3.26) has been substituted for ρ in the last of the above

equations. Of course, these equations are solutions of the system of ODEs from

which they are derived subject to the initial conditions

x (ξ, 0) = ξ, u (ξ, 0) = u0(ξ), ux(ξ, 0) = ∂xu0(ξ). (3.30)

It often convenient to represent all of the systems above in a more concise form by first

definingw := (x,u,ux) ∈ Rn(n+2) and then recasting the system of characteristic-like

ODEs (3.22) as

ẇ = G (t,w;µ) , (3.31)

subject to the initial condition

w(0) := w0 = (ξ, u0(ξ), ∂xu0(ξ)) . (3.32)
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Then integration of (3.31) subject to (3.32) yields the following concise form of (3.27)-

(3.30):

w(ξ, t) = w0 (ξ) +

∫ t

0

G (τ,w;µ) dτ. (3.33)

The first well-posedness result that follows is local in both space and time.

Lemma 3.1. Let ξ# = x# be a specified point in Rn, w0 ∈ C(k+1)
(
Rn,Rn(n+2)

)
and

G ∈ C(k+1)
(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2) × U,Rn(n+2)

)
,

where k ≥ 2 and U is an open neighborhood in a Euclidean parameter space. Then

there exist r#, t# > 0 such that (3.18)-(3.19) has a unique C(2) solution in all of its

variables and parameters on [0, t#) × Br#

(
ξ#

)
× V , where V is a nonempty open

neighborhood of U .

Proof : The differentiability hypotheses and basic theorems on solutions of ODEs

(such as in [13, 20]) guarantee that (3.33) has a unique, locally C(k) solution in all of

its variables and parameters as specified above, except that t# and r# are replaced

by positive numbers t1 and r1, respectively. However, it remains to translate this to

solutions of (3.18)-(3.19). This requires the unique smooth solvabiliy of (3.27), recast

as

X = X (ξ,x, t) := ξ − x+

∫ t

0

u (x(ξ, τ), τ) dτ = 0, (3.34)

for ξ as a function of (x, t), where it is useful to note that u is actually a C(k+1)

function owing to the details of the ODE existence, uniqueness and differentiability

theorems invoked above. Then, a simple computation yields

∂ξX = 1 +

∫ t

0

ux (x(ξ, τ), τ)xξ(ξ, τ)dτ, (3.35)
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where 1 is the identity map on Rn. Hence, ∂ξX (ξ,x, 0) = 1 for all x ∈ Ω, which in

virtue of the implicit function theorem implies that (3.34) has a unique continuous

solution of the form

ξ = Φ (x, t) , (3.36)

which actually belongs to C(k+1)
(
[0, t2)×Br2

(
ξ#

))
for some r2, t2 > 0.

Now define t# := min{t1, t2} and r# := min{r1 , r2}. Then it follows from the

derivation of (3.33) as the integral form of the characteristic ODEs that sweep out

the solution of the initial value problem (3.18)-(3.19), that substitution of (3.36) in

(3.25) and (3.26) leads to

u(x, t) = u(x, t;µ) := u (Φ (x, t) , t) ,

ρ(x, t) = ρ(x, t;µ) := ρ0 (Φ (x, t)) exp

[
−
∫ t

0

trux (Φ (x, τ) , τ) dτ

]
, (3.37)

which is a solution of (3.18)-(3.19) in C(k)
(
[0, t#)×Br#

(
ξ#

)
× V

)
. Conversely, any

C(1) solutions of (3.18)-(3.19) must be swept by solutions of (3.33), which guarantees

the uniqueness. Thus, the proof is complete. �

It is easy to see that Lemma 3.1 has an analog - proved by making some simple

obvious adjustments in the argument above - for positive initial points t0 > 0 if the

initial data is just as smooth as it is at t0 = 0; namely the following result.

Lemma 3.2. Let ξ# be a specified point in Rn,w0 (·, t0) ∈ C(k+1)
(
Rn,Rn(n+2)

)
,

with t0 > 0,

G ∈ C(k+1)
(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2) × U,Rn(n+2)

)
,

where k ≥ 2 and U is an open neighborhood in a Euclidean parameter space. Then

there exist r#, a > 0 such that (3.18)-(3.19) has a unique C(2) solution in all of its

variables and parameters on [t0− a, t0 + a]×Br#

(
ξ#

)
× V , where 0 < a < t0 and V

is a nonempty open neighborhood of U .
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Note that if Ω were compact, Ω× {t0} could be covered by finitely many open balls

of the type described in the above lemmas, which would then directly lead to the

local in time only results that follow.

Lemma 3.3. Let Ω be compact, ξ# = x# be a specified point in Rn, w0 ∈

C(k+1)
(
Rn,Rn(n+2)

)
and

G ∈ C(k+1)
(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2) × U,Rn(n+2)

)
,

where k ≥ 2 and U is an open neighborhood in a Euclidean parameter space. Then

there exist t# > 0 such that (3.18)-(3.19) has a unique C(2) solution in all of its

variables and parameters on [0, t#)×Ω×V , where V is a nonempty open neighborhood

of U .

Lemma 3.4. Let Ω be compact, ξ# be a specified point in Rn,w0 (·, t0) ∈

C(k+1)
(
Rn,Rn(n+2)

)
, with t0 > 0,

G ∈ C(k+1)
(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2) × U,Rn(n+2)

)
,

where k ≥ 2 and U is an open neighborhood in a Euclidean parameter space. Then

there exist t# > 0 such that (3.18)-(3.19) has a unique C(2) solution in all of its

variables and parameters on [t0 − a, t0 + a] × Ω × V , where 0 < a < t0 and V is a

nonempty open neighborhood of U .

If Ω is not compact, it is necessary to have either global a priori estimates of

some kind or uniform global bounds to obtain local in time only well-posedness, such

as in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. (i) Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, the

r#, t# > 0 apply uniformly for all x# ∈ Ω and there exists a b > 0 such that

sup
{
‖u (·, t)‖∗,1 : 0 ≤ t ≤ b

}
<∞. Then there is a t∗ > 0 such that (3.18)-(3.19) has
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a unique C(2) solution in all of its variables and parameters on [0, t∗)×Ω×V , where

V is a nonempty open neighborhood of U .

(ii) Analogously, suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, the

r#, t# > 0 apply uniformly for all x# ∈ Ω and there exists a a > 0 such that

sup
{
‖u (·, t0)‖∗,1 : t0 − a ≤ t ≤ t0 + a

}
< ∞. Then there is a positive a∗ ≤ a such

that (3.18)-(3.19) has a unique C(2) solution in all of its variables and parameters on

[t0 − a∗, t0 + a∗]× Ω× V , where V is a nonempty open neighborhood of U .

Proof. It suffices to prove the contention (i), since the argument for (ii) requires

only straightforward adjustments of the kind used to infer Lemma 3.2 from Lemma

3.1. From the proof of Lemma 3.1 and the hypotheses of the theorem, it follows that

(3.33) has unique C(k) solution in all of its variables and parameters on [0, t#)×Ω×V ,

where V is a nonempty open neighborhood of U . Consequently, it follows from the

proof of Lemma 3.1 that it remains only to show that there is a 0 < t∗ ≤ t# such that

(3.34) is uniquely smoothly solvable as ξ = Φ (x, t) on Ω× [0, t∗). Toward this end,

consider the equation obtained by differentiating (3.27) with respect to ξ, namely

xξ(ξ, t) = 1 +

∫ t

0

ux (x(ξ, τ), τ)xξ(ξ, τ)dτ. (3.38)

It follows from the assumption concerning ‖u (·, t)‖∗,1 that there is an M > 0 such

that

‖xξ(ξ, t)‖ ≤ 1 +M

∫ t

0

‖xξ(ξ, τ)‖ dτ (3.39)

for all (ξ, t) ∈ Ω × [0, b]. Therefore, it follows from Gronwall’s inequality (see, e.g.

[20]) that

‖xξ(ξ, t)‖ ≤ eMt

on Ω× [0, b], which implies that∥∥∥∥∫ t

0

ux (x(ξ, τ), τ)xξ(ξ, τ)dτ

∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∫ t

0

MeMτdτ = eMt − 1, (3.40)
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so it follows from (3.38) that there exists a 0 < t∗ ≤ t# such that

‖xξ(ξ, t)− 1‖ ≤ 1/2

for all (ξ, t) ∈ Ω× [0, b]. But this implies that (3.34) is uniquely, smoothly solvable in

the form (3.36), which completes the proof. �

3.3.3 Global Well-posedness

All the tools have now been assembled for the main global well-posedness theorem,

which takes its cue from Theorem 3.1. The first result establishes semi-global well-

posedness for the integral equation (3.33).

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that (3.33) satisfies the following properties :

(i) The initial data w0 ∈ C(m)
B (Ω) for every m ∈ N.

(ii) G ∈ C(k+1)
B

(
[0, T )× Rn(n+2) × U,Rn(n+2)

)
for every T > 0, where k ≥ 2.

Then there exists a t# > 0 such that (3.33) has unique C(k) solution in all of its

variables and parameters on [0, t#)×Ω×V , where V is a nonempty open neighborhood

of U . Moreover, if

(iii) The initial function w0 (·, t0) ∈ C(k+1)
(
Rn,Rn(n+2)

)
, with t0 > 0,

there exists an a > 0 such that (3.33) has unique C(k) solution in all of its variables

and parameters on [0,∞) ∩ [t0 − a, t0 + a]× Ω× V.

Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 3.1 once the uniform interval of

existence can be established. This is a result primarily due to the way in which the

local existence and uniqueness of the solutions of (3.33) is established using Banach’s

fixed point theorem. In particular, choose any t0 ≥ 0 and set T = t0 + 1. Then (ii)
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and (iii) imply that there exists an M > 0 such that for any two C
(k+1)
B solutions w

and ŵ of (3.33) in the t interval R(t0) := [0,∞) ∩ [t0 − (1/2), t0 + (1/2)] satisfy

‖ŵ −w‖∗,k+1 ≤M

∣∣∣∣∫ t

t0

‖ŵ −w‖∗,k+1 dτ

∣∣∣∣ = M |t− t0| ‖ŵ −w‖∗,k+1 . (3.41)

Accordingly, the right-hand side of (3.33) is a contraction mapping whenever |t− t0| <

1/M , and this is uniformly valid on Ω× {t0}. Hence, it follows from the contraction

mapping theorem that the interval of existence of any (unique) C
(k+1)
B solution of

(3.33) is at least [0,∞)∩ [t0−a0, t0 +a0] for every (x, t0) ∈ Ω×{t0}. Moreover, ‖ux‖

is bounded on [0,∞) ∩ [t0 − a0, t0 + a0]×Ω, so it follows that just as in (3.38)-(3.40)

of the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be established that (3.34) with t = t0 has a

unique C
(k+1)
B solution of the form ξ = Φ (x, t) on Ω× [0,∞) ∩ [t0 − a, t0 + a] for

some 0 < a ≤ a0. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 implies the desired result, and the proof is

complete. �

Finally the global well-posedness proof is now easily within reach.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the following properties obtain:

(I) The function α defined after (3.21) is in C
(k+1)
B

(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2))× U,R

)
,

where k ≥ 2.

(II) The integral∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ(x, y, u(x, t), u(y, t))dy ∈ C
(k+1)
B

(
[0, T )× Rn(n+2))× U,Rn(n+2)

)
for every T > 0, where k ≥ 2.

Then (3.18)-(3.19) has a unique C(2) solution in all of its variables and parameters

on [0,∞)× Ω× V , where V is a nonempty open neighborhood of U .

Proof. First, note that∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ(x, y, u(x, t), u(y, t))dy ∈ C(k+1)
B

(
[0, T )× Rn(n+2))× U,Rn(n+2)

)
implies
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that

∂x

∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ(x, y, u(x, t), u(y, t))dy ∈ C(k)
B

(
[0, T )× Rn(n+2))× U,Rn(n+2)

)
.

This property, which is a nice illustration of the mediating effects of the integral

representation, follows directly from the observation that

∂xk

∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ(x, y, u(x, t), u(y, t))dy =

∫ (k)

Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ(x, y, u(x, t), u(y, t))dy+∫
Br(x)

∂xk
[ρ(y, t)Θ(x, y, u(x, t), u(y, t))]dy,

(3.42)

where
∫ (k)

Br(x)
denotes the (n−1)-dimensional integral over the slice of the ball with the

coordinate xk fixed in the reduced dimensional arguments in the first of the integrals

on the right-hand side of the above equation. Consequently, (i) - (iii) of Lemma 3.5

are satisfied.

It still needs to be shown that the solution of (3.18)-(3.19) associated to the

uniform solution is global in t. Suppose not, then the intervals of existence [0, tm)

must have a supremum t∞ <∞, for which there is a sequence {tm} with tm ↑ t∞. In

particular, there is an m such t∞− tm < a, where a is the uniform bound described in

Theorem 3.1. But the local well-posedness shows that the uniqueness together with

above local result contradicts the extendability of the solution intervals. Thus, the

proof is complete. �

A close examination of the above proofs now reveals that an a priori bound on

the density is indeed the key ingredient for global well-posedness of the initial value

problem (3.18) - (3.19). In fact, following the steps in the above arguments with

special attention to (3.42), it is a straightforward matter to prove the following result

involving rather mild, physically realistic assumptions.
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Corollary 3.1. Let (3.18) - (3.19) satisfy the following properties :

(i) The external force per unit volume α ∈ C2
B (Ω× [0, T ]× Π) for every T > 0,

where Π is the parameter space.

(ii) The boundary data u0, ρ0 ∈ C2
B (Ω) .

(iii) The interaction kernel Θ∈ C2
B (Ω× Rn × Rn) .

(iv) The density ρ ∈ C2
B (Ω× [0, T ]) for every T > 0.

Then the initial value problem has a unique, C1 solution on Ω × [0,∞) that is

continuously dependent on the initial data and the parameter.

As a concluding remark, preliminary investigations employing Sobolev space

techniques and especially the Sobolev–Rellich–Kondrachov embedding theorem (cf.

[1, 31] ), give strong indications that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 can be relaxed

and the following result can be proved using a modification of a standard fixed point

formulation for hyperbolic systems such as described in [31].

Conjecture. Suppose that α ∈ C(k+1)
B

(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2))× U,R

)
∩Hk,2

(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2)

)
and ∫

Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ(x, y, u(x, t), u(y, t))dy ∈ Hk,2
(
[0,∞)× Rn(n+2))× U,Rn(n+2)

)
then (3.18)-(3.19) has a unique global solution (weak) solution in Hk,2 (Ω× [0,∞)× Π),

and therefore a classical solution that is C1 in all of its variables and parameters if

k is sufficiently large.
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CHAPTER 4

A NUMERICAL SCHEME FOR THE BSR EQUATION:

IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISONS

The analysis of well-posedness of the BSR equation leads itself naturally to a

semidiscrete method. A finite difference (central difference) scheme for the space

variable and an accurate one-step explicit integration method for time such as the

3th order Runge–Kutta algorithm, preferably with a variable step size capability, is

applied.

One wants a local approximation error of at least order two and a guarantee

of numerical stability with regard to the time and space step sizes. What is more,

it is preferable to have a scheme for which improvement in accuracy are easily made

both in time and space. Here Runge-Kutta (R-K) is a good choice since there is a

standard family of methods to improve the time accuracy if so desired; and higher

order central difference are able to implemented to couple the R-K without much

trouble. The accuracy of the implemented numerical scheme is studied in section 5.2.

In what follows, for simplicity, the domain is assumed to do not vary with time,

which can always be achieved if the domain varies rigidly with time —simply by using

an inertial coordinate system moving with the motion of the configuration.

There are two choices. (a) use (3.7)-(3.9) directly to find the velocity and density

fields. The equations are simpler, but finally the velocity field must be integrated to

determine the flow of the original continuum configuration of material; or (b) Use

just the momentum equation coupled with (3.10)-(3.12), in which case the equations

are more complicated, but the motion of the configuration is computed as part of the

numerical scheme.
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Here only a brief description of the method for Case (a) is provided. It should be

noted that the domains of interest might turn out to be semi-infinite, as for example

when a beaker of particles is being accumulatively shaken. In such instances, standard

methods for reformulating the numerics in a bounded space domain are used. The

semidiscrete approach actually integrates the field at fixed space mesh points over

time.

By defining

ω : ΩT 7→ Rm+1,ω = (u,ρ)

one can rewrite (3.7)–(3.9) as the functional differential equation plus initial condition

dω

dt
= F (x, t,ω,ωx) (4.1)

ω(x, 0) = (u(x, 0), ρ(x, 0)) := w(x) (4.2)

For simplicity, (4.1)-(4.2) will be considered only for planar space domains. Letting

(xi, yj) denote the vertices of the space mesh for the domain in R2, (4.1)-(4.2) is

discretized as the system of ODEs

dw

dt
= F (xi, yj, t,wijδwij), (4.3)

wij(0) = wij,

where δ denotes an approximation to the partial derivatives of w at the vertex points.

This is solved by say, the improved Euler or 4th order Runge–Kutta method, to

obtain an approximation to the velocity components and the density at the mesh

points. Applying the integration method with respect to t, one obtains a sequence of

space-time approximations at all of the mesh points:

{wijk(xi, yj, tk)} (4.4)
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If a modified Euler solver is used to solve (4.3), a quadratic error is obtained in

terms of time steps. If a 4th order Runge–Kutta solver is used, then 4th order error

estimates will be gotten in time.

The semidiscrete method as described has satisfactory time-domain local

truncation errors. However, one needs to be careful about the space derivatives of

the density or the velocity in the actual systems, and it does tend to be quite stiff

in regions where the partial derivatives are of rather large size and/or vary rapidly

in sign. This gives the intuition that some smooth filter should be applied. It will

be shown that the moving average technique greatly improves the stability of the

numerical scheme (see Chapter 5).

It should be noticed that F in the right hand side of equation (4.3) has an

integral term. One can use standard methods to perform this integration quite

accurately, but special care must be taken at the boundaries of the computational

domain.

One of the main goals is to be able to deal with potential computational

instabilities automatically, which must be linked to an inherent ability to monitor

the partial derivative approximations.

Our approach to this investigation is three-pronged, comprising principally

dissipative particle dynamics simulations, comparisons with physical experiments,

and predictions via the derived BSR model.

In the next section, the physical system and important parameters are described,

and a detailed explanation of the simulation methodology employed is given in later

sections.

4.1 Introduction to 1D Tapping System

As a first step in understanding the more complex, three-dimensional granular

container vibration problem, this section presents the findings of our investigations
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of a seemingly much simpler system − a one-dimensional tapping column. The

1D tapping problem is also the starting point/(proof-of-concept) case for the BSR

approach, which is another reason for first applying the numerical scheme to this

problem. While it is quite clear that the column can not serve as a paradigm for

the complex dynamics in a three-dimensional system, it may provide some important

physical insights. One advantage here is that this starting point provides a great

opportunity for comparisons with the results obtained from experiments or discrete

element simulations [8, 17, 29, 30].

The first step is to set up the problem of a vertical configuration of particles

subject to gravity in which the floor is periodically tapped in an impulsive manner.

For this it is assumed that the coordinate system is attached to and moving with the

floor of the column.

The granular column comprises N uniform spheres with diameter d and mass

m having coordinates yk(t), (k = 1, 2, · · · , N), where initially yk(0) = (2k − 1)d
2
, k =

1, 2, · · · , N , and y0(t) denotes the position of the supporting floor. Gravity acts in the

−y direction. Taps are modeled by prescribing to the floor a half-sine wave pulse of

displacement amplitude a and frequency f . The column is subject to gravity . Some

details of the impulse-like taps are given in what follows.

y0(t) =


a sin(ωt), 0 ≤ t ≤ π

ω

0 ,
π

ω
≤ t ≤ T

(4.5)

Figure 4.1 depicts the system geometry of the column of spheres (diameter d).

Figure 4.2 shows the form of the applied tap of the form y0(t),

The continuum system is now a combination of the momentum equation and a

continuity equation represented as
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Figure 4.1 Representation of the system geometry of the column of spheres.

Figure 4.2 The applied tap of the form y0(t).
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ut+uuy =
K

m

∫ 2r

−2r

ρ(y + z, t)(2r − |z|)
m0

σ(z)(1−eσ(z[u(y+z)−u(y)]))dz−g+aω2 sinωt

(4.6)

ρt + uρy = −uyρ (4.7)

σ(s) :=


1, s > 0

0, s = 0

−1, s < 0

(4.8)

where g is the standard acceleration due to gravity, and aω2 sinωt is the inertial force

due to the moving coordinate system for the tapping of the column. The constant K is

the stiffness coefficient for the interaction kernel chosen, which is the modified (bilinear

loading/unloading) Walton–Braun model used in [54] and [55], with a compressive

spring constant exceeding the expansive spring constant to capture the energy lost

in collision. The 1/mm0 in the momentum equation, where m0 is interpreted as a

characteristic mass, corresponds to λ in our general continuum model and is chosen

to match the discrete element simulation dynamics. The normalizing and bench-

marking value m0 = 22kg used to determine λ is fixed in the 1D continuum numerical

computation. In addition, r represents an average particle radius and m is a standard

bead mass 4
3
ρπr3 from the discrete model. The integral expression on the right-hand

side of the momentum equation in (4.6) represents the interaction force per unit mass

for the continuum model.

4.2 Review of Numerical Integration and the Finite Difference Scheme

As mentioned earlier, the BSR momentum equation is an integro-PDE, where

the integrand is the interaction force kernel. The numerical integration must
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be implemented during numerical simulations. A standard five-point numerical

integration scheme is used here, which can always be modified to improve the accuracy

if so desired.

∫ b

a

f(x)dx =
b− a

4

(
f(a)

2
+

3∑
k=1

f

(
a+ k

b− a
3

)
+
f(b)

2

)
(4.9)

In order to deal with the spatial derivative, a finite difference approach is chosen,

almost as a matter on necessity. Central differences are chosen to couple the Runge-

Kutta method in order to obtain suitable stability, which will be discussed later. Here

is a brief review of finite differences.

df

dx
=
f(x)− f(x− h)

h
(4.10)

df

dx
=
f(x+ h)− f(x)

h
(4.11)

df

dx
=
f(x+ h)− f(x− h)

2h
(4.12)

where equation(4.10)(4.11)(4.12) are the forms corresponding to backward differences,

forward difference and central difference, respectively.

Since the domain is a semi-infinite region in space due to the fact that

the particles are unconstrained in their movement above the floor, the boundary

conditions have to be handled with some care and in particular, an artificial boundary

condition must be imposed to make the domain bounded for numerical purposes.

4.3 Implementation of Numerical Schemes

The 1D BSR system is the following,

ut = G(t, ρ, u, uy) := −uuy + λ

∫ 2r

−2r

Θ(ρ)dz − g + aω2 sin(ωt) (4.13)
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ρt = −(ρu)y, (4.14)

u(y, t = 0) = 0, (4.15)

ρ(y, t = 0) = ρ0(y). (4.16)

where Θ(ρ) := ρ(y+z,t)(2r−|z|)
m0

σ(z)(1− eσ(z[u(z + y)− u(y)])).

In this section, the RK-3 scheme (check Appendix B for more detail) is coupled

with a finite (central) difference scheme to deal with the one-dimensional BSR system.

In the equations, i indicates the time mesh and j the space mesh. The velocity and

density field (u, ρ) at time t+ ∆t are computed using the following formulas:

ui+1,j = ui,j +
1

6

(
L1
i,j + 4L2

i,j + L3
i,j

)
(4.17)

ρi+1,j = ρi,j +
1

6

(
K1
i,j + 4K2

i,j +K3
i,j

)
(4.18)

where

L1
i,j = ∆t ·G

(
t, ρi,j, ui,j,

ui,j+1 − ui,j−1

2∆y

)
(4.19)

K1
i,j = − ∆t

2∆y
(ui,j+1ρi,j+1 − ui,j−1ρi,j−1) (4.20)

L2
i,j = ∆t ·G

{
(t+

∆t

2
), (ρi,j +

K1
i,j

2
), (ui,j +

L1
i,j

2
),

(ui,j+1 +
L1
i,j+1

2
)− (ui,j−1 +

L1
i,j−1

2
)

2∆y

} (4.21)

K2
i,j = − ∆t

2∆y

{
(ui,j+1 +

L1
i,j+1

2
)(ρi,j+1 +

K1
i,j+1

2
)

− (ui,j−1 +
L1
i,j−1

2
)(ρi,j−1 +

K1
i,j−1

2
)

} (4.22)
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L3
i,j = ∆t ·G

{
(t+ ∆t), (ρi,j −K1

i,j + 2K2
i,j), (ui,j − L1

i,j + 2L2
i,j),

(ui,j+1 − L1
i,j+1 + 2L2

i,j+1)− (ui,j−1 − L1
i,j−1 + 2L2

i,j−1)

2∆y

} (4.23)

K3
i,j = − ∆t

2∆y

{
(ui,j+1 − L1

i,j+1 + 2L2
i,j+1)(ρi,j+1 −K1

i,j+1 + 2K2
i,j+1)

− (ui,j−1 − L1
i,j−1 + 2L2

i,j−1)(ρi,j−1 −K1
i,j−1 + 2K2

i,j−1)

} (4.24)

The description of how RK3 and the finite difference scheme are coupled to

solve the BSR equation has now been given. Then a 3-mesh (or 5-mesh) moving

average at regular intervals is implemented to smooth the data. More precisely, the

RK3 scheme combined with central differences is implemented to solve the equation

system numerically. In order to ensure that the stability condition is met, a moving

average is implemented in space (along y) at every time step ∆t, which provides the

discrete density and velocity fields used to compute (ρ, u) at the next time instance.

The first element of the moving average is obtained by taking the average of the

initial three mesh point values of a fixed subset of the data series. Then the subset is

modified by ”shifting forward”.

ρ̄i,j =
1

4
(2ρi,j + ρi,j+1 + ρi,j−1)

ūi,j =
1

4
(2ui,j + ui,j+1 + ui,j−1)

Mathematically, a moving average is a type of convolution and so it can be

viewed as an example of a low-pass filter used in signal processing. When used with

non-time series data, a moving average filters higher frequency components without

any specific connection to time. Viewed simplistically it can be regarded as smoothing
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the data. The moving average technique preserves second order accuracy for the

overall scheme and improves the stability, which will be shown in Chapter 5.

In the following, a discussion of many other supplementary details involved

in implementing the scheme is presented. In the interest of clarity, these issues are

explained and illustrated by introducing a simplified version of the 1D tapping system

in which the interaction force term is taken to be a constant.

ut + uux = sin(t)− g + λ

∫
ρ(x) (4.25)

ρt + (uρ)x = 0 (4.26)

u(x, t = 0) = 0,

ρ(x, t = 0) = ρ0(x)

(4.27)

where ρ0(x) is the initial density.

By moving all the terms but the time derivative to the right, the equations

(4.25) (4.26) can be rewritten as:

ut = −uux + sin(t)− g + λ

∫
ρ(x) (4.28)

ρt = −(uρ)x; (4.29)
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Figure 4.3 Equally spaced numerical grids for both temporal and spatial mesh.

As it is showed earlier, the time derivative are realized by the R-K method.

Now the focus is on implementing the central differences for the space derivatives.

Here, i is still used for the time mesh and j for the space mesh.

For the intermediate space mesh j, the standard central difference will be

implemented to both the momentum and continuity equation as mentioned earlier

in this section. While at the boundary, simple boundary and numerical boundary

conditions are carefully applied to test the effectiveness of the model, due to the

reason that there is no proper boundary integral method or boundary element method

in hand to deal with the novel BSR system. For example,

ρi+1,1 =
1

2
(ρi,1 + ρi,2)

ρi+1,N = 0

ui+1,N = ui+1,N−1 (4.30)

and ui,1 will be the velocity corresponding to the floor.
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Figure 4.4 Periodic boundaries in (x, z) in 3D geometry.

For j = N , this computation is not done using central differences. It should be

noted that such boundaries can be identified a priori using simple energy calculations.

This is a plausible and physically realistic way of dealing with the semi-infinite

domain. It shall be assumed that above the motion of the material column (for which

we can find an upper bound) the density is just the constant air density. Clearly,

periodic numerical boundary conditions in space domain are not applicable for this

problem. These boundary conditions and some of their variant are tested and fit

the numerical experiments well, and it should be realized that numerical periodic

boundary conditions will come in handy for some horizontal dimensions when the

model and numerics are extended to three-dimensional space (Figure 4.4).

4.4 Some Simulation Comparisons

Once the density and velocity fields are approximated using the numerical scheme,

the basic information is available to compute the trajectories of individual points in

the particle column by (numerically) integrating the velocity field over time. There
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Figure 4.5 Particle trajectories for tapping of ten particle stacks.

Figure 4.6 Normed density field in normed vertical space at different time.

Figure 4.7 Density wave due to a stronger tapping in the first flight time.
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Figure 4.8 Denisty plots at various times due to a single tap of a = 0.75d and
f = 10Hz. t = 0.4, 0.5, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, 0.75, 0.80 respectively.

are several ways of doing so. In the following Euler integration, as an example,

will be implemented. Assuming one particle position evolution (trajectory) starting

from position P0, then the the particle position at the next time step is computed

as P1 = P0 + u(P0)dt. If P0 is on the mesh grids of the computation domain of the

semi-discrete scheme, u(P0) is ready to use from the data of velocity field. If P0 is not

on the mesh grids, one can apply linear interpolation to get u(P0), by using the nearby

space mesh grid to y = P0. Higher accuracy could be achieved by using advanced

time integration and interpolation methods. Figure 4.5 shows one of the numerical

experiments on a stack of ten relatively elastic particles with their trajectories due to

tapping. Figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 show some density wave results. Figure 4.6 shows

the normed density field curve versus the normalized vertical space at t = 0, t = 0.1

and t = 0.3. Figure 4.7 shows the density curve evolution due to a much stronger

tap in which the density can be very small near the contact floor due to separation

of particle column during flight time around two seconds.
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Figure 4.9 Denisty plots at various times due to a single tap of a = 1.0d and
f = 10Hz. t = 0.4, 0.5, 0.55, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 1.05 respectively.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the semidiscrete approach used, some

comparisons between the trajectories from the numerical scheme and from discrete

element simulations (DEM) are illustrated. The column comprises 20 spheres, each

having a mass density ρ = 1200kg/m3, loading stiffness K = 1.366 · 107N/m

and coefficient of restitution e = 0.9. Although it may be somewhat obscured

by the difference in scales between the numerical solutions of (4.13) and the DEM

simulations, the agreement of the numerical and simulation results is very good in

each case.

The first comparison is for the case of a single tap of a/d = 0.75 and f = 10Hz.

The half-sine tap begins at t = 0.4s. Figure 4.8 illustrates a set of density plots at

various time. The trajectory integrated from the velocity field of numerical solution to

the continuum BSR model could be find in figure 4.10; and DEM result is illustrated

in figure 4.11. The two trajectories behave similarly. In addition, the top of the

(continuum) column (corresponding to the top sphere in the simulations) and the top

sphere both attain a maximum height of about 30d at approximately the same time.
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Figure 4.10 Trajectories due to single tap with a = 0.75d and f = 10Hz from
semidiscrete simulation of BSR system.

Figure 4.11 Trajectories due to single tap with a = 0.75d and f = 10Hz from
DEM simulation. The dark line is the mass center trajectory.
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In the second comparison, the amplitude of the single tap is increased to a/d =

1.0, with an unchanged frequency f = 10Hz. Figure 4.9 shows a set of density

plots at various times. The trajectory integrated from the velocity field of numerical

solution to the continuum BSR model can be found in Figure 4.12; and DEM result

is illustrated in Figure 4.13. The top sphere center and the top of the continuum

column reach a maximum height of about 38d in roughly the same period of time.

After the previous experiments, the focus of comparisons shall be for the case

of multi-taps. For a/d = 0.75 and f = 10hz, the trajectory integrated from the

velocity field of numerical solution to the continuum BSR model can be found in

Figure 4.14; and DEM result is illustrated in Figure 4.15. The arrows (Figure 4.14)

and the triangles (Figure 4.15) shows the time when a new tap is kicking in. Figure

4.16 and Figure 4.17 displays the results for a = 1.0d.
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Figure 4.12 Trajectories due to single tap with a = 1.0d and f = 10Hz from
semidiscrete simulation of BSR system.

Figure 4.13 Trajectories due to single tap with a = 1.0d and f = 10Hz from DEM
simulation.
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Figure 4.14 Trajectories due to multi-taps with a = 0.75d and f = 10Hz from
semidiscrete simulation of BSR system. The arrows on the horizontal axis indicate
the instant when a tap was applied to the column.

Figure 4.15 Simulated trajectories of the column as a function of time t at tap
amplitude a/d = 0.75 and f = 10Hz. The diamonds on the horizontal axis indicate
the instant when a tap was applied to the column. The dark line is the mass center
trajectory.
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Figure 4.16 Trajectories due to multi-taps with a = 1.0d and f = 10Hz from
semidiscrete simulation of BSR system. The arrows on the horizontal axis indicate
the instant when a tap was applied to the column.

Figure 4.17 Simulated trajectories of the column as a function of time t at tap
amplitude a/d = 1.0 and f = 10Hz. The diamonds on the horizontal axis indicate
the instant when a tap was applied to the column. The dark line is the mass center
trajectory.
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CHAPTER 5

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SEMIDISCRETE SCHEME

In this chapter, various important properties such as accuracy and stability shall

analyzed insofar as they pertain to the scheme developed to numerically solve the

BSR equations. An overview of basic definitions and fundamental results is given.

Secondly, the accuracy of the semidiscrete numerical scheme is shown to be of order

three in time and order two in space under the usual continuity assumptions. Thirdly,

a brief introduction of Fourier analysis, and then the amplification factor method is

described in order to study the von Neumann stability. In the last section, a detailed

stability analysis is implemented to study the linearized BSR system.

5.1 Convergence, Consistency and Stability for Numerical Schemes

The most fundamental property that a numerical scheme must have in order to be

useful to solve the corresponding partial differential equation is that its solutions

should approximate the solution of the PDE and that this approximation improves

as the grid spacing, h and k (usually are time and spatial mesh), tend to zero [47,

53]. Finite difference schemes, for example, will be discussed to illustrate the basic

numerical concepts.

Definition 5.1 (Convergence [47]). A one-step finite difference scheme approxi-

mating a partial differential equation is a convergent scheme if for any solution to the

partial differential equation, u(t, x), and solutions to the finite difference scheme, vnm,

such that v0
m converges to u0(x) as mh converges to x, then vnm converges to u(t, x)

as (nk,mh) converges to (t, x) as h , k converge to 0.
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Proving that a given scheme is convergent is not easy, in general, if attempted

in a direct manner. However, there are two related concepts that are relatively easy

to check: consistency and stability.

Definition 5.2(Consistency [47]). Given a partial differential equation Pu = f ,

and a finite difference scheme, Pk,hv = f , we say that the finite difference scheme is

consistent with the partial differential equation if for any smooth function φ(t, x) ,

Pφ− Pk,hφ→ 0

as k, h→ 0, the convergence being pointwise convergence at each point (t, x).

Consistency implies that the solution of the partial differential equation, if it

is smooth, is an approximate solution of the finite difference scheme. Similarly,

convergence means that a solution of the finite difference scheme approximates

a solution of the partial differential equation. It is natural to consider whether

consistency is sufficient for a scheme to be convergent. Consistency is certainly

necessary for convergence, but not sufficient.

The most important property that is required is stability. If a scheme is

convergent, as vnm converges to u(t, x), then certainly vnm is bounded in some sense.

This is the essence of stability. The following definition of stability is for the

homogeneous initial value problem.

Definition 5.3 (Stability [47]). A finite difference scheme Pk,hv
n
m for a first-order

equation is stable in a stability region Λ if there is an integer J such that for any

positive time T ,there is a constant CT such that

h
∞∑

m=−∞

|vnm|2 ≤ CTh

J∑
j=0

∞∑
m=−∞

|vjm|2

for 0 ≤ nk ≤ T , with (k, h) ∈ Λ.
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The concept of stability for finite difference schemes is closely related to the

concept of well-posedness for initial value problems for partial differential equations.

Definition 5.4 (Well-posedness [47]). The initial value problem for the first-order

partial differential equation Pu = 0 is well-posed if for any time T ≥ 0, there is a

constant CT such that any solution u(t, x) satisfies∫ ∞
−∞
|u(t, x)|2dx ≤ CT

∫ ∞
−∞
|u(0, x)|2dx

for 0 ≤ nk ≤ T .

The importance of the concepts of consistency and stability is seen in the Lax-

Richtmyer equivalence theorem [27], which is a fundamental theorem in the theory of

finite difference schemes for linear initial value problems. It shows that a consistent

finite difference scheme for a linear partial differential equation for which the initial

value problem is well-posed is convergent if and only if it is stable. Thus by using

the Lax–Richtmyer Equivalence Theorem, the more difficult result – convergence

– is replaced by the equivalent and generally more easily verifiable conditions of

consistency and stability.

In addition, the following theorem should be mentioned, which can be

generalized - at least in an approximate (linearized) sense - to more general systems

using von Neumman analysis:

Theorem 5.1. [47] A consistent one-step scheme for the equation :

ut + aux + bu = 0 (5.1)

is stable if and only if for this equation when b is equal to 0.

A similar result applies to many equations of the form (5.1) with variable

coefficients [49].
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The term stability here is the numerical stability, not the dynamical stability.

Dynamical stability refers to the property of the system in which small variations

from a reference state will decay, or at least not grow, with time. Numerical stability

always means the behavior of solutions of the approximating numerical scheme are

such that the magnitude of the local errors do not grow over a finite interval of time

as the grid is refined, and the stability criteria are usually framed in terms of bounds

on numerical mesh ratios. This can be clearly seen from the above theorem, the

numerical stability is independent of the value b; however the equation 5.1 cannot

be dynamically stable for negative b since any solutions grow without bound as t

increase.

One general applicable procedure to deal with the variable coefficient is that one

considers each of the frozen coefficient linear problems arising from the scheme. This

is especially relevant for the BSR model, which is essentially a quasilinear hyperbolic

system. The frozen coefficient problems are the constant coefficient problems obtained

by fixing the coefficients of a linear system at their values attained at each point in

the domain of the computation. For general nonlinear systems, complete numerical

stability results are usually unattainable, so one typically linearizes the system about

a simple solution and then employs the frozen coefficient approach. If each frozen

coefficient problem is stable, then the variable coefficient problem is likely to be stable.

Some detailed research related to the linear frozen coefficient problems could be found

in the works of Kreiss [26], Shintani and Toemeda [45], Yamaguti and Nogi [56].

For example, the Lax-Friedrichs scheme applied to ut + a(t, x)ux = 0 is

vn+1
m =

1

2
(vnm+1 + vnm−1)− 1

2
a(tn, xm)λ(vnm+1 + vnm−1),

where λ = ∆t
∆x

. The stability condition for this scheme is that the corresponding

Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition [14] |a(tn, xm)| · λ ≤ 1 be satisfied for all

values of (tn, xm) in the domain of computation.
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5.2 Convergence Analysis for Semidiscrete Scheme: Error Estimates

In this section, it shall be shown that the accuracy of the semidiscrete numerical

method used to obtain approximate solutions system is of order three in time and

order two in space under the usual assumptions of continuity of the derivatives of

sufficiently high order of the system and its solutions. Although, the numerical scheme

has been developed and fully implemented only for the case of one space dimension,

the estimates shall be derived for n-dimensional space, since there is no real additional

difficulty in doing so.

These properties shall be proved for the following system, which based on the

above discussion subsumes the complete BSR model if the interaction kernel is velocity

translation invariant and any applied motion depends only on the time t and possibly

a parameter vector µ :

ut = α (x, t;µ)− 〈u,∇〉u+

∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ (x,y,u(x, t),u(y, t)) dy,

ρt = − [〈u,∇〉 ρ+ ρ divu] ,

(5.2)

which is subject to the initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u0(x), ρ(x, 0) = ρ0(x), x ∈ Ω, (5.3)

where Ω is a fixed, smooth submanifold of Rn with boundary ∂Ω and the system is

defined for Ω × [0,∞). Here the function α represents the external and any inertial

forces present. In keeping with the semidiscrete method employed, it is convenient to

recast the above initial value problem in the form of the following functional ODE:

dv

dt
= G (x, t,v,vx;µ) , (5.4)

subject to the initial functional value

v(0) = v0, (5.5)
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where v := (u, ρ), v0 := (u0, ρ0) and

G (x, t,v,vx;µ) :=

(
α (x, t;µ)− 〈u,∇〉u+

∫
Br(x)

ρ(y, t)Θ (x,y,u(x, t),u(y, t)) dy,

− [〈u,∇〉 ρ+ ρ divu]

)
(5.6)

Note that here v(t) is a map from Ω to Rn+1 for every t ∈ [0,∞), so it shall also be

denoted as v(t,x) when convenient to do so.

In what follows, it assumed that the functions in (5.4)-(5.5) and the solution

have uniformly bounded derivatives of all orders less than or equal to five. The

discrete times for the third order Runge–Kutta (RK3) solution are denoted as 0 =

t0 < t1 < t2 < · · · , or {ti} and the mesh points for the (central difference) space

discretization are defined as {xj}, where j = (j1, . . . , jn) is naturally a multi-index.

The time and space increments are taken to be uniform and are defined as h and

l, respectively. For the purpose of describing the moving average employed in the

scheme, it is convenient to introduce the near-neighbor average of a (scalar or vector)

quantity (or function) qj as

NA (qj) :=
1

4n

[
2nqj +

∑n

k=1
qj±ek

]
, (5.7)

where the ek represent the standard basis in Rn+1; namely, e1 := (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0),

e2 := (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, 0), . . . , en := (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 1). Let the central difference approx-

imation to G centered at x = xj, where for example ∂xku1(t,xj) is approximated

by

u1 (t,xj+ek)− u1 (t,xj−ek)

2l
= ∂xku1(t,xj) +O

(
l2
)
,

be denoted as Gj. Then it follows from the assumptions on the derivatives that

Gj = G+O
(
l2
)

(5.8)

uniformly on Ω× [0, T ) for any finite positive time T .
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The semidiscrete, three-point moving average scheme, which is identical to the

near neighbor moving average when n = 1, together with RK3 integration is based

on solving the following system of ODEs for all multi-indices comprising the space

discretization:

dV̂ j

dt
= Ĝj, (5.9)

subject to the initial condition

V̂ j(0) = v(0,xj), (5.10)

where

Ĝj := NA
(
G
(
xj, t, V̂ j, δV̂ j;µ

))
(5.11)

and δV j is the analog of a central difference approximation of ∂xV j, which is a matrix

comprising all vector entries of the form

V̂ j+ek − V̂ j−ek
2l

, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

If the approximations produced by using RK3 on (5.9) are denoted by V i
j, it

follows from standard Runge–Kutta estimates (cf. [2, 39] ) and the assumptions

on smoothness of G that the local truncation error is

V̂ j(ti)− V̂
i

j = O(h4), (5.12)

and the global truncation error is

V̂ j(ti)− V̂
i

j = O(h3). (5.13)

The following result is useful for the completion of the error analysis.
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Lemma 5.1 Let f : Uj → R be a C2 function, where Uj is an open set in Rn

containing xj and all its near-neighbor points. Then

NA (f(xj)) = f(xj) +O(l2).

Proof. According to (5.7), the near-neighbor average can be rewritten as

NA (f(xj)) =
1

4n

[
2nf(xj) +

∑n

k=1
(f(xj+ek) + f(xj−ek))

]
.

Then, using a Taylor expansion and the smoothness hypothesis, one obtains for each

1 ≤ k ≤ n the representation

f(xj+ek) + f(xj−ek) =
(
f(xj) + ∂kf(xj)l +O(l2)

)
+
(
f(xj) + ∂kf(xj)(−l) +O(l2)

)
= 2f(xj) +O(l2),

which when substituted in the above formula yields

NA (f(xj)) =
1

4n

[
2nf(xj) + n

(
2f(xj) +O(l2)

)]
= f(xj) +O(l2),

thereby completing the proof. �

To complete the error analysis, one denotes the RK3 approximations for the

system

dvj
dt

:=
dv(t,xj)

dt
= G (xj, t,v,vx;µ)

as vij and the RK3 approximations for the system

dV j

dt
= G (xj, t,V j, δV j;µ)

as V i
j. Then one computes that the local truncation error for the complete

semidiscrete moving average RK3 scheme is

Ei
j :=

∣∣∣v(ti,xj)− V̂
i

j

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣v(ti,xj)− vij
∣∣+
∣∣vij − V i

j

∣∣+
∣∣∣V i

j − V̂
i

j

∣∣∣ .
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Whence, it follows from the overall smoothness assumptions, the above definitions,

the standard Runge–Kutta truncation errors, Lemma 5.1, (5.8) and (5.12) that

Ei
j ≤ O(h4) +O

(
l2
)

+O
(
l2
)

= O(h4) +O
(
l2
)
.

And finally from the standard local to global estimates for Runge–Kutta errors [2, 39],

one finds that the global truncation error for the semidiscrete moving average RK3

scheme is

Ej = O(h3) +O
(
l2
)
,

which confirms that the error is of order h3 in time and l2 in space.

5.3 Introduction to von Neumann Analysis

Von Neumann’s stability analysis is a widely used (back-of-the-envelope) analytical

procedure for determining the (numerical) stability properties of a numerical method

applied to a PDE that does not account for the boundary conditions. The technique

works for linear, constant coefficient differential equations that are discretized on

uniformly spaced grids. It also provides useful - although not rigorous - stability

criteria for nonlinear systems via linearizing and freezing coefficients. This is the

method that shall be employed here to analyze the stability of the semi-discrete

scheme for the BSR model in one space dimension. The tool that is used most

extensively in von Neumann stability analysis is Fourier analysis [46] [47]. Fourier

analysis is used on both the real line R and on the grid of integers Z or hZ, which

is defined by hZ = {hm : m ∈ Z}. For a function u(x) defined on the real line R, its

Fourier transform ū(w) is defined by

ū(w) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

e−iwxu(x)dx. (5.14)
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The Fourier transform of u is a function of the real variable w and is uniquely

defined by u. The function ū is an alternative representation of the function u.

Information about certain properties of u can be inferred from the properties of ū.

For example, the rate at which ū decays for large values of w is related to the number

of derivatives that u has.

The Fourier inversion formula, given by

u(x) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞
−∞

eiwxū(w)dw, (5.15)

shows how u can be recovered from ū. The Fourier inversion formula expresses the

function u as a superposition of waves, given by e−iwx, with different amplitudes ū(w).

Notice that ū(w) may be complex valued even if u(x) is real valued.

In a similar fashion, if v is a grid function defined for all integers m, its Fourier

transform is given by

v̄(ξ) =
1√
2π

∞∑
m=−∞

e−imξvm (5.16)

for ξ ∈ [−π, π], and v̄(−π) = v̄(π). The Fourier inversion formula is given by

vm =
1√
2π

∫ π

−π
eimξv̄(ξ)dξ, (5.17)

Fourier analysis on the integers Z is the same as the study of Fourier series

representations of functions defined on an interval. From the perspective of Fourier

series one usually starts with a function v̄(ξ) defined on the interval [π, π] and shows

that it can be represented as a series such as (5.16) with coefficients vm given by (5.17).

In general study of finite difference schemes it is more natural to start with the grid

functions vm and regard the formula (5.17) as a representation of the grid function.

The two approaches are mathematically equivalent. The Fourier inversion formula

(5.17) has an interpretation, analogous to (5.15), as expressing v as a superposition

of waves.
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If the spacing between the grid points is h, one can change variables and define

the transform by

v̄(ξ) =
1√
2π

∞∑
m=−∞

e−imhξvmh (5.18)

for ξ ∈ [π/h, π/h] and then the inversion formula is

vm =
1√
2π

∫ π/h

−π/h
eimhξv̄(ξ)dξ, (5.19)

Using Fourier analysis one can give necessary and sufficient conditions for the

stability of finite difference schemes. It also can and shall be used in the sequel

to analyze semidiscrete schemes by treating the time evolution as iterations of the

difference formulas used for the space variables. The method will be illustrated by

considering a following example. Through the use of the Fourier transform, the

determination of the stability of a scheme is reduced to relatively simple algebraic

considerations. The forward-time backward-space scheme for 1-D wave equation ut+

aux = 0 is,

vn+1
m − vnm

k
+ a

vnm − vnm−1

h
= 0,

which can be rewritten as

vn+1
m = (1− aλ)vnm + aλvnm−1, (5.20)

where λ = k/h, k = ∆t and h = ∆x . Using the Fourier inversion formula (5.19) for

vn, one obtains

vnm =
1√
2π

∫ π/h

−π/h
eimhξv̄n(ξ)dξ,

and substituting this in (5.20) for vnm and vnm−1 yields

vn+1
m =

1√
2π

∫ π/h

−π/h
eimhξ[(1− aλ) + aλe−ihξ]v̄n(ξ)dξ (5.21)
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Comparing this formula with the Fourier inversion formula for vn+1,

vn+1
m =

1√
2π

∫ π/h

−π/h
eimhξv̄n+1(ξ)dξ,

and using the fact that the Fourier transform is unique, it follows that the integrand

of (5.21) is the same as that in the inversion formula. Consequently,

v̄n+1(ξ) = [(1− aλ) + aλe−ihξ]v̄n(ξ) = g(hξ)v̄n(ξ) (5.22)

where g(hξ) = (1− aλ) + aλe−ihξ

The formula (5.22) shows that advancing the solution of the scheme by one

time step is equivalent to multiplying the Fourier transform of the solution by the

amplification factor g(hξ). The amplification factor is so called because its magnitude

is the amount that the amplitude of each frequency in the solution, given by v̄n(ξ),

is increased in advancing the solution one time step. From (5.22) one obtains the

important formula

v̄n(ξ) = [g(hξ)]nv̄0(ξ) (5.23)

Note that the superscript on v is an index of the time level, while on g it is a power. By

means of the Fourier transform every one-step scheme can be put in the form (5.23),

and this provides a standard method for studying the wide variety of schemes[47].

All the information about a scheme is contained in its amplification factor, and it is

shown above how to extract important information from it. In particular, the stability

and accuracy of schemes is easy to determine from the amplification factor.

It follows from the above theoretical developments that to determine the

stability of a finite difference scheme it suffices to consider the amplification factor

g(hξ). This observation is due to von Neumann, and because of that, this analysis is

usually called von Neumann analysis.
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One need not write out the integrals and obtain expressions such as (5.21) to

find the amplification factor g. A simpler and equivalent procedure is to replace vnm

in the scheme by [g(θ)]neimθ for each value of n and m , where θ = hξ. The resulting

equation can then be solved for the amplification factor.

In the following example, a forward-time central-space scheme to deal with the

1-D wave equation ut + aux = 0 will be shown to be unstable using the method

illustrated above.

vn+1
m − vnm

k
+ a

vnm+1 − vnm−1

2h
= 0,

Replacing vnm by gneimθ, the preceding expression is transformed to

gn+1eimθ − gneimθ

k
+ a

gnei(m+1)θ − gnei(m−1)θ

2h
= 0

i.e.

gn+1eimθ = gneimθ − 1

2
a
k

h
[gnei(m+1)θ − gnei(m−1)θ]

= gneimθ − 1

2
a
k

h
gneimθ[eiθ − e−iθ]

= gneimθ[1− 1

2
a
k

h
(eiθ − e−iθ)]

= gneimθ[1− 1

2
a
k

h
(cos θ + i sin θ − cos θ + i sin θ]

= gneimθ[1− iak
h

sin θ]

which gives

g = 1− iaλ sin θ.

where λ := ∆t
∆x

= k
h
.

The determination of the amplification factor by replacing vnm in the scheme

by [g(θ)]neimθ is not just for looking for solutions of the difference scheme that have

the form vnm = [g(θ)]neimθ. The replacement is a shortcut in the method used at
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the beginning of the section, in which it was shown that all solutions of the one-step

difference scheme were given by formula (5.23), and this demonstration actually gave

the form of the amplification factor. That same procedure can be applied to any

one-step scheme to determine the form of the amplification factor. A rearrangement

of the manipulations used to determine the amplification factor shows that the two

procedures are equivalent in determining the form of the amplification factor

5.4 Stability Analysis of the Linearized BSR Equations

The linearized frozen coefficient equation ut + aux = f(x, t) can be rewritten as

ut = −aux + f . In this dissertation, unm is written for the value of u at the grid point

(tn, xm) := (n∆t,m∆x). When the first order Runge–Kutta coupled with two-mesh

central difference is implemented, the difference scheme is

un+1
m − unm

∆t
= −a

unm+1 − unm−1

2∆x
+ fnm

or

un+1
m = unm −

1

2
a

∆t

∆x
(unm+1 − unm−1) + ∆tfnm

which is equivalent to the forward time central space scheme. By applying the

amplification factor and by ignoring the fnm term in the von Neumann stability

analysis, it is easy to get

g = 1− iaλ sin θ,

where λ = ∆t
∆x

. As a result, the amplitude square of the amplification factor

|g|2 = 1 + a2λ2 sin2 θ ≥ 1
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for any possible value of θ, which means that the first order R-K with central difference

is unstable.

However, in the following, it will be shown that the first order R-K with central

difference is stable under its corresponding CFL condition, if a moving average is

applied. Written as two separate steps, the scheme is

ūn+1
m = unm −

1

2
aλ(unm+1 − unm−1) + ∆tfnm

un+1
m =

1

4
(ūn+1

m+1 + 2ūn+1
m + ūn+1

m−1).

To apply von Neumann analysis to this scheme, one can eliminate all reference

to the intermediate quantity ū, obtaining an equation for un+1
m in terms of unm′ for

m′ ranging from m− 2 to m + 2. Here an equivalent and simpler procedure is used,

which is to replace all occurrences of ūn+1
m by ḡgneimθ as well as the usual replacement

of unm by gneimθ. Again by ignoring the fnm term as in the previous calculation, one

obtains

ḡ = 1− iaλ sin θ.

and

g =
1

4
(eiθ + 2 + e−iθ)ḡ

=
1

4
(cos θ + i sin θ + 2 + cos θ − i sin θ)ḡ

=
1

4
(2 cos θ + 2)ḡ

= ḡ cos2 1

2
θ.

Combining the previous two estimates, one finds that

|g|2 = |ḡ|2 cos4 1

2
θ = (1 + a2λ2 sin2 θ) cos4 1

2
θ.
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If one takes λ to be constant, then the stability requirement is that g have magnitude

at most 1. Hence, for stability it must satisfy

(1 + a2λ2 sin2 θ) cos4 1

2
θ ≤ 1.

i.e.

(1 + 4a2λ2 sin2 1

2
θ cos2 1

2
θ) cos4 1

2
θ ≤ 1.

which is equivalent to

4a2λ2 sin2 1

2
θ cos2 1

2
θ cos4 1

2
θ ≤ 1− cos4 1

2
θ

= (1− cos2 1

2
θ)(1 + cos2 1

2
θ)

= sin2 1

2
θ(1 + cos2 1

2
θ)

By canceling the nonnegative sin2 1
2
θ, one gets

4a2λ2 cos6 1

2
θ ≤ 1 + cos2 1

2
θ,

which must hold for all θ. When θ = 0, a necessary condition a2λ2 ≤ 1
2

can be

obtained. Actually this is also a sufficient. Since cos2 1
2
θ ≤ 1,

4a2λ2 cos6 1

2
θ ≤ 4 · 1

2
· cos6 1

2
θ ≤ 2 cos2 1

2
θ ≤ 1 + cos2 1

2
θ

It is shown that though the first order R-K with central difference(or forward-

time central-space scheme) is unstable for solving the linearized partial differential

equation, the scheme with the (moving average) smoother is stable and the

corresponding Courant–Friedrichs–Levy (CFL) condition is

|aλ| ≤ 1√
2
.
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Figure 5.1 The images of g(θ). The blue curve is the unit circle. The green curve
represents the g(θ) for semi-discrete scheme without the smoothing operator, while
the red curve represents the g(θ) for the semi-discrete scheme with smoothing.

One can also infer from the previous argument that the averaging smoother is trying

to relax the stability condition. Different averaging smoothers could be studied in

the same manner.

Figure 5.1 shows the set of points of g(θ)s. The blue curve is the unit

circle. The green curve represent the g(θ) for semi-discrete scheme without the

smoothing operator, while the red curve represent the g(θ) for semidiscrete scheme

with smoothing. The red curve touches at 1 because g(0) = 1.

If a two stage R-K or Heun’s method is implemented to deal with the time

derivative, one can show that

K1 = ∆t(−aux) = −a∆tux

K2 = ∆t[−aūx] = −a∆t[u+K1]x

= −a∆tux + a2(∆t)2uxx
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The scheme before the smoother is applied applied is

un+1
m = unm +

1

2
[K1 +K2]

or

un+1
m = unm − a∆t

unm+1 − unm−1

2∆x
+

1

2
a2(∆t)2u

n
m+1 + unm−1 − 2unm

(∆x)2

Notice that f is set to 0 as required to obtain the amplification factor.

Thus, the full scheme is

ūn+1
m = unm − a∆t

unm+1 − unm−1

2∆x
+

1

2
a2(∆t)2u

n
m+1 + unm−1 − 2unm

(∆x)2

un+1
m =

1

4
(ūn+1

m+1 + 2ūn+1
m + ūn+1

m−1).

Similarly, one can get

ḡ = 1− aλ

2
[eiθ − e−iθ] +

1

2
a2λ2[eiθ + e−iθ − 2]

= 1− iaλ sin θ + a2λ2(cos θ − 1)

= [1− 2a2λ2 sin2 θ

2
]− iaλ sin θ

and

g = ḡ cos2 1

2
θ.
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Figure 5.2 The images of g(θ). The blue curve is the unit circle. The red curve
represents the g(θ) for semi-discrete scheme without the smoothing operator, which
overlaps the unit circle. The green curve represents the g(θ) for semi-discrete scheme
with smoothing.

|g(θ)|2 = [(1− 2a2λ2 sin2 1

2
θ)2 + (aλ sin θ)2] cos4 1

2
θ.

= [(1− 2a2λ2 sin2 1

2
θ)2 + (2aλ sin

1

2
cos

1

2
θ)2] cos4 1

2
θ

= [1− 4a2λ2 sin2 1

2
θ + 4a4λ4 sin4 1

2
θ + 4a2λ2 sin2 1

2
θ cos2 1

2
θ] cos4 1

2
θ

= [1− 4a2λ2 sin2 1

2
θ(1− cos2 1

2
θ) + 4a4λ4 sin4 1

2
θ] cos4 1

2
θ

= [1− 4a2λ2 sin4 1

2
θ + 4a4λ4 sin4 1

2
θ] cos4 1

2
θ

= [1− 4a2λ2(1− a2λ2) sin4 1

2
θ] cos4 1

2
θ

From this form for |g(θ)|2, it is easy to verify that |aλ| ≤ 1 is a necessary and sufficient

stability condition.
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Figure 5.2 shows the set of points of g(θ)s for |aλ| = 1. The blue curve is the

unit circle. The red curve represents the g(θ) for the semi-discrete scheme without

smoothing, which overlaps the unit circle. The green curve represents the g(θ) for

semi-discrete scheme with the smoothing operator. The green curve touches at 1

because g(0) = 1. In comparison to the red curve, the green curve covers a smaller

region, with less possibility to touch 1. This confirms that the moving average

smoothing filter improved the stability greatly.

Now a third order Runge-Kutta is implemented,

K1 = ∆t(−aux) = −a∆tux

K2 = ∆t[−aūx] = −a∆t[u+
K1

2
]x

= −a∆t[u− 1

2
a∆tux]x = −a∆tux +

1

2
a2(∆t)2uxx

K3 = ∆t[−a¯̄ux] = −a∆t[u+ 2K2 −K1]x

= −a∆t[u− 2a∆tux + a2(∆t)2uxx + a∆tux]x

= −a∆t[u− a∆tux + a2(∆t)2uxx]x

= −a∆tux + a2(∆t)2uxx − a3(∆t)3uxxx

un+1 = un +
1

6
[K1 + 4K2 +K3]

= un − a∆t(un)x +
1

2
a2(∆t)2(un)xx −

1

6
a3(∆t)3(un)xxx
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Hence, the full scheme of a third order R-K coupled with central space scheme and

moving average smoother is

ūn+1
m = unm − a∆t

unm+1 − unm−1

2∆x

+
1

2
a2(∆t)2u

n
m+1 + unm−1 − 2unm

(∆x)2

− 1

6
a3(∆t)3u

n
m+2 − 2unm+1 + 2unm−1 − unm−2

2(∆x)3

un+1
m =

1

4
(ūn+1

m+1 + 2ūn+1
m + ūn+1

m−1).

Similarly,

ḡ = 1− aλ

2
[eiθ − e−iθ] +

1

2
a2λ2[eiθ + e−iθ − 2]

− 1

12
a3λ3[e2iθ − 2eiθ + 2e−iθ − e−2iθ]

= 1− aλ

2
· 2i sin θ +

1

2
a2λ2(2 cos θ − 2)− 1

12
a3λ3 · 4i sin θ(cos θ − 1)

= 1− iaλ sin θ + a2λ2(cos θ − 1)− 1

3
ia3λ3 sin θ(cos θ − 1)

= [1− 2a2λ2 sin2 θ

2
] + i[−aλ sin θ +

2

3
a3λ3 sin θ sin2 θ

2
]

|ḡ|2 = 1 + 4a4λ4 sin4 θ

2
− 4a2λ2 sin2 θ

2
+ a2λ2 sin2 θ +

4

9
a6λ6 sin2 θ sin4 θ

2
− 4

3
a4λ4 sin2 θ sin2 θ

2

= 1 + a2λ2[sin2 θ − 4 sin2 θ

2
] + a4λ4[4 sin4 θ

2
− 4

3
sin2 θ sin2 θ

2
] +

4

9
a6λ6 sin2 θ sin4 θ

2

and g = ḡ cos2 1
2
θ. One can numerically show the corresponding stable condition is

|aλ| ≤ 1, where |g| = 1 at θ = 2Nπ (check figure 5.3)

Figure 5.4 shows the set of points of g(θ)s for |aλ| = 1. The blue curve is the

unit circle. The red curve represents the g(θ) for the semi-discrete scheme without

smoothing operator, while the green curve represents the g(θ) for the semi-discrete

scheme with smoothing. The green curve touches at 1 because g(0) = 1. Similarly,

comparison confirms that the smooth filter case covers a smaller region; thus it
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Figure 5.3 θ vs |g|2 for |aλ| = 1.

Figure 5.4 The images of g(θ). The blue curve is the unit circle. The red curve
represent the g(θ) for semi-discrete scheme without smoothing operator, while the
green curve represent the g(θ) for semi-discrete scheme with smoothing operator.
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Figure 5.5 The evolution of normed kinetic energy with moving averages.

improves the stability. In particular, it follows that stability is obtained for the

linearized frozen coefficient momentum equation of the BSR model when the ratio

of space to time increments satisfy certain estimates, and this can be shown to hold

true for the continuity equation as well.

The linearized frozen coefficient continuity equation ρt + aρx + bρ = 0 has the

same basic form as the momentum equation. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 5.1

that the same stability requirement applies.

In addition, one can also show the stability effect of the moving average by

studying of the evolution of kinetic energy. Take the numerical experiment of a single

tap in Chapter 4 for example. Using
∑

y
1
2
ρ(t)u2(t) as a representation of the kinetic

energy, one can norm this by its own maximum, i.e.
∑

y ρ(t)u2(t)

Maxt(
∑

y ρ(t)u2(t))
. Figure 5.5

and figure 5.6 shows the evolution of normed kinetic energy with and without the
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Figure 5.6 The evolution of normed kinetic energy without moving averages.

moving average, respectively. Figure 5.6 shows very large and rapid oscillations and

this causes the numerical scheme to break down after 0.7s. This is because the spatial

derivatives of u and ρ become extremely large due to the rapid oscillations.

In summary, the stability of the semi-discrete scheme for the linearized

BSR momentum and the linearized BSR continuity equation are studied. The

corresponding CFL condition is found and it is shown that with the smoothing moving

average filter, the stability is enhanced. In general, very little information is available

on the stability of general nonlinear discretized schemes. Within the framework of the

von Neumann method it can be said that the stability of the linearized equations, with

frozen coefficients, is necessary for the stability of the non-linear form but that it is

certainly not sufficient. Products of the form u∂u
∂x

will generate high frequency waves

which, through a combination of the Fourier modes on a finite mesh, will reappear as

low-frequency waves and could deteriorate the solutions. The most frequently applied

method consists in adding higher-order terms which provide additional dissipation in

order to damp the nonlinear instabilities without affecting the accuracy. One could
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also try to find the CFL condition for the linearized scheme, and then restrict the

condition to back-test the numerical simulation until one finds a convergent scheme.

The stability of the numerical scheme implemented in this dissertation is achieved

with the addition of a smoothing moving average filter.

Finally, it should be observed that based upon the above results, |uλ| ≤ 1

seems like a good working requirement for stability in the nonlinear case, and this is

precisely what has been used for the numerical solutions.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, a summary of the methods employed and results obtained in this

dissertation research will be presented. Future work on BSR system is also planned in

the direction of extending the numerical scheme and performing more detailed analysis

of the BSR model and its solutions, including possible traveling wave solutions and

their stability and the possibility of specialized solution sets such as attractors. All of

which should contribute to a much better understanding of granular flow phenomena.

1 The infinite-dimensional BSR dynamical model for granular flow is proved

to be globally well-posed under conditions that apply to many granular flow

and other types of physical dynamical systems. This appears to be the first

such rigorous result of its kind for reasonably effective continuum models for

particulate dynamics.

2 The semidiscrete numerical scheme for solving the 1D BSR model produces

results that have been shown to compare well with very accurate DEM

simulations.

3 The main well-posedness results for the BSR model shall be sharpened and

generalized to apply to a wider range of flow fields.

4 The semidiscrete numerical method developed for the 1D BSR model will

be extended to three-dimensional space and used to develop software for

granular flow research. In particular, it will include a means for automatically

dealing with the stiffness of a variety of problems, which produces the extreme

oscillations in the numerical output seen in our examples.
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5 Rigorous proofs in higher dimensions for the stability and other properties will

be obtained for the semidiscrete numerical scheme.

6 Some of the analytical tools used for well-posedness will be used to investigate

special types of wave-like solutions of the BSR equations and determine their

stability. In particular, the focus shall be on the existence, stability and

dynamics of traveling wave solutions.

7 The complete integrability results in the literature for the perfectly elastic 1D

BSR model shall be generalized to include certain types of perfectly elastic

higher dimensional cases.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF LOCAL WAVE SPEED

In this appendix, a novel derivation of local wave speed with respect to BSR system

is introduced and computed directly using the semi-discrete method for numerically

solving the BSR system for some single tap numerical simulations.

Ignoring the gravitational and inertial forces, the BSR momentum equation

turns out to be

ut + uux = F (x, t) =
∂

∂x

∫ x

x0

F (ξ, t)dξ. (A.1)

Define

Φ =

∫ x

x0

F (ξ, t)dξ. (A.2)

Considering a small steady perturbation, it is easy to get

∂

∂x
{u

2

2
+

∫ x

x0

F (ξ, ts)dξ} = 0, (A.3)

i.e.,

∂

∂x
(
u2

2
+ Φs) = 0, (A.4)

while the continuity equation yields

ρu = const. (A.5)

Hence, for a small perturbation, one obtains

ρu = (ρ+ δρ)(u+ δu) (A.6)
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Φ− (Φ + δΦ) =
1

2
[(u+ δu)2 − u2] =

1

2
[2uδu+ (δu)2] (A.7)

Ignoring higher order terms, the following estimates are obtained

ρδu = −uδρ (A.8)

uδu = −δΦ (A.9)

Combining the above two equations, (A.8) and (A.9), one gets

u2 = ρ
δΦ

δρ
(A.10)

In the limit at δ → 0, the speed of propagation is

u2 =
dΦ

d(log ρ)
(A.11)

Hence, to approximate the local wave speed at any time or position, the equation

c2 ' dΦ

d(log ρ)
. (A.12)

appears to be a handy tool. As described above, as long as one has the data of the

local variation of density and the local variation of the force, one should be able to

compute the local wave speed at any time and any position. The following simulation

results are for the single tap of a column of particles (spheres) with a = 1.0d and

f = 10Hz, where the tap is initiated at t = 0.45s. Figure (A.1) shows the local wave

speed at different representative times following a top sphere trajectory and Figure

(A.2) shows the local wave speed at some representative times following a middle

sphere trajectory. The calculations of wave speeds is made over the time period from

0.4s-0.9s.
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Figure A.1 A top trajectory and the corresponding local wave speeds for a single
tap with a = 1.0d and f = 10Hz at some representative times. s has units m/s.

Figure A.2 A middle sphere trajectory and the corresponding local wave speeds
for a single tap with a = 1.0d and f = 10Hz at some representative times. s has
units m/s .
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APPENDIX B

REVIEW OF THE RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD FOR SOLVING

COUPLED FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

This review is included for solutions in the case of two coupled first order differential

equations mainly as a handy comparison with the slightly modified approach moving

average approach that is actually used in the dissertation. The illustrative equations

are taken to be the following system:

dx

dt
= f(t, x, y)

dy

dt
= g(t, x, y)

The solution can be obtained by the Runge–Kutta (R-K) method, correct to third

order terms in t, using

k1 = f(tn, xn, yn)∆t

l1 = g(tn, xn, yn)∆t

k2 = f(tn +
∆t

2
, xn +

k1

2
, yn +

l1
2

)∆t

l2 = g(tn +
∆t

2
, xn +

k1

2
, yn +

l1
2

)∆t

k3 = f(tn + ∆t, xn − k1 + 2k2, yn − l1 + 2l2)∆t (B.1)

l3 = g(tn + ∆t, xn − k1 + 2k2, yn − l1 + 2l2)∆t (B.2)
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The the numerical results based on given increments are:

xn+1 = xn +
1

6
(k1 + 4k2 + k3) (B.3)

yn+1 = yn +
1

6
(l1 + 4l2 + l3), (B.4)

where n represents the time step.

The coupled BSR system has the form

dρ

dt
= F (ρ, u, ρy, uy)

du

dt
= G(t, ρ, u, uy),

which can be obtained by the R-K method, correct to third order terms in t, using

K1 = F (ρn, un, (ρn)y, (un)y) ∆t

L1 = G (tn, ρn, un, (un)y) ∆t

K2 = F

(
ρn +

K1

2
, un +

L1

2
, (ρn +

K1

2
)y, (un +

L1

2
)y

)
∆t

L2 = G

(
tn +

∆t

2
, ρn +

K1

2
, un +

L1

2
, (un +

L1

2
)y

)
∆t

K3 = F (ρn −K1 + 2K2, un − L1 + 2L2, (ρn −K1 + 2K2)y, (un − L1 + 2L2)y) ∆t
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L3 = G (tn + ∆t, ρn −K1 + 2K2, un − L1 + 2L2, (un − L1 + 2L2)y) ∆t, (B.5)

where the F and G is used to denote the right hand side of the BSR continuity and

momentum equations.

As a result, the numerical increment based results are as follows:

ρn+1 = ρn +
K1 + 4K2 +K3

6
,

un+1 = un +
L1 + 4L2 + L3

6
.
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APPENDIX C

A PSEUDOCODE FOR THE NUMERICAL SCHEME

The following is a pseudo code for the numerical scheme.

1 Clear previous data in the work−space;

2 Set the grid mesh;

3 Set the Parameters and Initialize the data;

4 Set the upper and lower bounds to satisfy CFL condition.

5

6 Goto the time loop:

7 update the external force term in the momentum equation at t;

8 update the interaction force integral in the momentum ...

equation at t;

9 update the right hand side of the continuity equation at t;

10 update the external force term in the momentum equation at ...

t+dt/2;

11 update the interaction force integral in the momentum ...

equation at t+dt/2;

12 update the right hand side of the continuity equation at ...

t+dt/2;

13 update the external force term in the momentum equation at ...

t+dt;
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14 update the interaction force integral in the momentum ...

equation at t+dt;

15 update the right hand side of the continuity equation at t+dt;

16 apply the Runge−Kutta formula to calculate velocity as new ...

velocity;

17 apply the Runge−Kutta formula to calculate density as new ...

density;

18 apply the moving average to the velocity field;

19 apply the moving average to the density field;

20 integrate the new positions using the velocity information;

21 end time loop.

22

23 plot ;
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